A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a personal handy-phone system is provided as a cell station which can accommodate subscriber units, a hybrid section for controlling signals and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit which integrates signals transferred from the system. The system has low transmission errors and uses a hybrid section to provide backup against faults and improve transmission quality and reliability.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a wireless local loop (WLL) system using a so-called “Personal Handy-phone System” (PHS), more particularly relates to a base transceiver station and a subscriber unit in a wireless local loop system and a method for operating the same.

Wireless local loop systems are currently being closely looked at among the various access type systems. They may be considered one of the optimal means for connecting a subscriber exchange (local exchange) with subscribers through radio channels.

One way for constructing such a wireless local loop system is to build upon the existing cellular networks used for cellular telephones.

Another way for constructing such a wireless local loop system is to build upon a new PHS network.

There are advantages and disadvantages to each of the above first and second techniques. The first technique is better from the viewpoint of the mobility of the subscriber (cellular telephone), that is, enables the cellular telephone to be used by a moving car, train, etc. On the other hand, the second technique is better from the viewpoint of the affinity and compatibility with existing public switched telephone networks (PSTN), that is, the cellular networks upon which the first technique is based exist as completely different systems from the public switched telephone networks. Further, the second technique is better from the viewpoint of the extremely high quality of the lines.

The present invention relates to a wireless local loop system established based on the second technique, that is, a wireless local loop system incorporating a PHS network.

2. Description of the Related Art

The basic technology for realizing the PHS type wireless local loop system upon which the present invention is founded already exists, as will be illustrated later, however, use of such a wireless local loop system by a large number of subscribers as part of a public switched telephone network in the broad sense of the term requires more than simple technical feasibility. It is further required that the wireless local loop system be practical.

Realization of such a practical wireless local loop system, however, requires that several tasks be solved. It is particularly important to solve the following six tasks:

1) Sharp reduction of the number of transmitting and receiving antennas which must be provided in the base transceiver station (BTS) so as to reduce the size and low the efficiency of the base transceiver station.

2) Elimination of problems inherent to conventional PHS networks, that is, the problem of the small service area per base transceiver system and the problem of the susceptibility to interference from other base transceiver stations.

3) Design of a configuration enabling full utilization of the inherent characteristics of a PHS network as mentioned above, that is, the excellent affinity and compatibility with a public switched telephone network.

4) Inexpensive realization of the functions of an integrated services digital network (ISDN) to eliminate the reliance of existing PHS networks on expensive ISDNs.

5) Minimalization of the deterioration in the quality of service to the subscriber due to the higher probability of the occurrence of faults in a base transceiver station accompanying the large number of cell stations (CS) required to be provided in the base transceiver station in the case of a cell with a large amount of traffic.

6) Relating to the task of 5), realization of a base transceiver station keeping the occurrence of the above faults to a minimum, having a high transmission quality, and having a high reliability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to provide a PHS type wireless local loop system, more particularly a base transceiver station and subscriber unit in such a wireless local loop system and a method of operation of the same which successfully solve several of the above six tasks, preferably which successfully solve all of the six tasks at the same time.

To achieve the above object, the present invention provides a base transceiver station constituted by a plurality of cell stations, each accommodating a plurality of subscriber units, a hybrid section integrally handling signals transmitted and received by the plurality of cell stations via a single antenna, and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit integrally handling the signals transferred between the plurality of cell stations and an existing network. More particularly, the present invention provides a base transceiver station in a PHS type wireless local loop system which is small in size, can expand the service area without an increase of interference with other base transceiver stations, has a good affinity with existing networks, is provided with ISDN functions, and, at the same time, provides backup against faults, and improves the transmission quality and reliability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above object and features of the present invention will be more apparent from the following description of the preferred embodiments given with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a view of the basic configuration of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a view of an example of the functions which should be possessed by a base transceiver station of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a view of an example of the configuration of a base transceiver station reconfigured to the basic configuration of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a view of a part of a first embodiment according to the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a view of a second part of the first embodiment according to the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a timing chart of signals of the different parts in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 is a view of a part of a first modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5;

FIG. 8 is a view of a second part of the first modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5;

FIG. 9 is a view of a part of a second modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5;

FIG. 10 is a view of a second part of the second modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5;

FIG. 11 is a timing chart of signals of various parts in a second embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a view of a first part of the second embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a view of a second part of the second embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a view of an example of the number of user subscribers in each cell station for every transmitting time slot;
FIG. 15 is a view of an input power versus output power characteristic of a common transmitting amplifier (COMAMP);
FIG. 16 is a view of drain voltages in four modes A to D shown in FIG. 15 according to the example of FIG. 14;
FIG. 17 is a view of a voltage (Vds) versus current (Ids) characteristic of a field effect transistor (FET);
FIG. 18 is a view of a first part of a third embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 19 is a view of a second part of the third embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 20 is a timing chart of a measurement timing of a transmitting power;
FIG. 21 is a view of a first part of a fourth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 22 is a view of a second part of the fourth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 23 is a view diagrammatically representing the functions obtained by a fifth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 24 is a view of an example of a variable direction transmitting and receiving antenna means characterizing the fifth embodiment;
FIG. 25A to FIG. 25E are views of various directional patterns and the switch patterns at that time;
FIG. 26 is a view of an example of grouping of subscriber units under the fifth embodiment;
FIG. 27 is a view of an assignment of time slots under the grouping in FIG. 26;
FIG. 28 is a view of another example of a directional pattern shown in FIG. 26;
FIG. 29 is a view of the assignment of the time slots in a case where an omnidirectional pattern is also included;
FIG. 30 is a view of an example of the variable directional antenna means capable of also handling the pattern of FIG. 29;
FIG. 31 is a view of combined patterns corresponding to the omnidirectional mode shown in FIG. 28;
FIG. 32 is a view of combined patterns adapted to the group 1 shown in FIG. 28;
FIG. 33 is a view of combined patterns adapted to the group 2 shown in FIG. 28;
FIG. 34 is a view for explaining an example of realization of another omnidirectional pattern;
FIG. 35 is a view of an example of radiation patterns of the antenna;
FIG. 36 is a view of various radiation patterns when the antenna spacing is changed with a zero phase difference in feeding;
FIG. 37 is a view of various radiation patterns when the phase difference in feeding is changed when the antenna spacing is set at a first fixed value;
FIG. 38 is a view of various radiation patterns when the phase difference in feeding is changed when the antenna spacing is set at a second fixed value;
FIG. 39 is a view of various radiation patterns when the phase difference in feeding is changed when the antenna spacing is set at a third fixed value;
FIG. 40 is a view for explaining the relationship between a desired wave and interference wave in a general PHS network;
FIG. 41 is a view for explaining how the relationship between the desired wave and interference wave is improved by a sixth embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 42 is a view of a channel (Ch) configuration in information transmitted between a public switched telephone network and a base transceiver station;
FIG. 43 is a view of a seventh embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 44 is a view for explaining the configuration of the PHS networks at the present time;
FIG. 45 is a sequence diagram of an example of call processing by a base station controller having interface converting equipment;
FIG. 46 is a view of an eighth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 47A is a view of a signal format of one frame under a 2M interface;
FIG. 47B is a view of the signal format under a typical 2B+D interface;
FIG. 48 is a view of a concrete example (upstream line) of a Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46;
FIG. 49 is a view of a concrete example (downstream line) of the Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46;
FIG. 50 is a view for explaining an expanded function of the Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46;
FIG. 51 is a view for explaining the function of download of software by the Dch access control unit 102 of FIG. 46;
FIG. 52 is a view of a first mode of a ninth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIG. 53 is a view of a second mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIGS. 54A and 54B are views of a third mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 54A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and FIG. 54B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault;
FIGS. 55A and 55B are views of a fourth mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 55A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and FIG. 55B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault;
FIGS. 56A and 56B are views of a fifth mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 56A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and FIG. 56B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault;
FIG. 57 is a flowchart representing a sixth mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention;
FIGS. 58A and 58B are views of a seventh mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 58A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and FIG. 58B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault;
FIGS. 59A and 59B are views of an eighth mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 59A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and FIG. 59B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault;
FIGS. 60A and 60B are views of a ninth mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which Fig. 60A is a view showing the state before occurrence of a fault and Fig. 60B is a view showing the state after the occurrence of the fault.

FIGS. 61 is a flowchart of a 10th mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention;

FIG. 62 is a flowchart of an 11th mode of the ninth embodiment according to the present invention;

FIG. 63 is a view of a concrete example of an error detecting unit (ED) 154 and a selector (SEL) 155;

FIG. 64 is a view of a concrete example of the MUX/DMUX 20 shown in FIG. 54;

FIG. 65 is a view of a first part of a 10th embodiment according to the present invention;

FIG. 66 is a view of a second part of the 10th embodiment according to the present invention; and

FIG. 67 is a view of the basic configuration of the wireless local loop system upon which the present invention is founded.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Before describing the embodiments of the present invention, the related art and the disadvantages therein will be described with reference to the related figures.

FIG. 67 is a view of the basic configuration of a wireless local loop system upon which the present invention is founded. In the figure, 1 represents the wireless local loop system as a whole. This wireless local loop system 1 is easily linked up with an existing public switched telephone network and forms a public switched telephone network PSTN' in the broad sense. Note that a subscriber exchange LE is included in the public switched telephone network.

The principal component of the wireless local loop system 1 is the base transceiver station (BTS) 3. This base transceiver station 3 is connected to a base station controller (BSC) 5 via a first interface (INF). This base station controller (BSC) 5 further transmits transmission information with the public switched telephone network (PSTN) via a second interface (INF).

The base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is connected to a subscriber SUB via a radio channel 6. As mentioned above, the present invention assumes use of a PHS type wireless local loop system 1, so a subscriber unit 2 comprising a PHS terminal is connected to this subscriber SUB.

Since the subscriber SUB is connected to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) using a PHS terminal 2 in this way, a cell station (CS) 4 adapted to a PHS network must be introduced into the base transceiver station (BTS) 3.

As stated earlier, the basic technology for realizing the PHS type wireless local loop system 1 shown in FIG. 67 already exists, however, use of such a wireless local loop system 1 by a large number of subscribers SUB as part of a public switched telephone network PSTN' in the broad sense of the term requires more than simple technical feasibility. It is further required that the wireless local loop system 1 be practical.

Realization of such a practical wireless local loop system, however, requires that several tasks be solved. It is particularly important to solve the six tasks explained earlier.

The present invention provides a PHS type wireless local loop system, more particularly a base transceiver station (BTS) and subscriber unit in such a wireless local loop system and a method of operation of the same which successfully solve several of the above six tasks, preferably which successfully solve all of the six tasks at the same time.

FIG. 1 is a view of the basic configuration of the present invention. The figure specifically shows the base transceiver station (BTS) 3, which forms the heart of the wireless local loop system 1 shown in FIG. 67. The cell station (CS) 4 in FIG. 67 is constituted by a plurality of, for example, four, cell stations CS1, CS2, CS3, and CS4. Each cell station (CS1 to CS4) accommodates a plurality of subscriber units 2 comprised by PHS terminals. Preferably, they accommodate these subscriber units 2 via a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20.

In FIG. 1, the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 shown in FIG. 67 is connected to the cell station (CS) 4 via a hybrid section 10.

The hybrid section 10 is comprised of a power combiner (comprised by a hybrid H) 11, a power distributor (comprised by a hybrid H) 12, a time division duplex switch (TDD-SW) 13, and a space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14.

In more detail, the hybrid section 10 is constituted as follows. Namely, it is arranged between a plurality of cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 and two transmitting and receiving antennas 7 having a space diversity (SD) configuration and is constituted by a multistage power combiner 11 which combines the transmission powers from the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 and feeds the combined power to one of the two transmitting and receiving antennas 7, a multistage power distributor 12 for distributing the received power received from one of the two transmitting and receiving antennas 7 to the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4, a space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 which combines the transmission powers toward one of the two transmitting and receiving antennas 7, and a time division duplex switch (TDD-SW) 13 for alternately switching that one transmitting and receiving antenna 7 between transmission use and reception use under a time division duplex (TDD) mode.

FIG. 2 is a view of an example of the functions which should be possessed by the base transceiver station of the present invention. The configuration shown in FIG. 1 corresponds to the upper half of FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shows an example in which the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 has eight cell stations (CS1 to CS8). Note that the number of the cell stations (CS) can be determined in consideration of the number of the subscriber units 2 accommodated by the base transceiver station (BTS) 3.

Since a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 having the configuration shown in FIG. 2 is provided with eight cell stations (CS1 to CS8) 4, the number of the transmitting and receiving antennas 7 becomes 16 (2x8). Further, each cell station (CS) requires two sets of channels, each set comprising two speech channels (B channels) and one control channel (D channel) (2B+D), under the current PHS standards (based on ISDN). Therefore, a large number of metal cables must be laid.

Thus, a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 having the configuration of FIG. 2 bristles with 16 transmitting and receiving antennas 7. Therefore there arises a problem of enlargement of the tower on which the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is mounted and a shadow loss due to the enlarged tower. This leads to the task 1) explained above.

When the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 shown in FIG. 2 is reconfigured in accordance with the basic configuration of the present invention shown in FIG. 1, the configuration shown in FIG. 3 is exhibited.

FIG. 3 is a view of an example of the configuration of a base transceiver station reconfigured according to the basic
configuration of FIG. 1. The base transceiver station (BTS) shown in the figure comprises a first base transceiver station (BTS1) and a second base transceiver station (BTS2) having almost the same configuration.

Each of the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) and, as illustrated, is provided with a plurality of cell stations (CS), for example, four cell stations (CS1 to CS4), together constituting cell stations as one system. Two such systems are therefore formed. Note that in the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) and, the “CS1” indicates a master cell station, and the other “CS’s” indicate slave cell stations. These are connected by an inter-cell station communication.

The first base transceiver station (BTS1) is provided with a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) while the second base transceiver station (BTS2) is not. However, the above-mentioned hybrid sections 10 and 20 are provided in both the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) and as the hybrid sections 10 respectively.

When the distribution density of the subscriber units is accommodated in a base transceiver station (BTS) it is small or the traffic is light, the base transceiver station (BTS) can be formed by only the first base transceiver station (BTS1).

By assigning the three B channels of B1, B2, and B3 to the D channel of the cell station CS1 in the base transceiver station (BTS1) and similarly assigning the four B channels of B1, B2, B3, and B4 to the cell station CS2, the four B channels of B5, B6, B7, and B8 to the cell station CS3, and the four B channels of B9, B10, B11, and B12 to the cell station CS4, it is possible to form (1B+D) channels as a whole, (1B+D) channels can be accommodated as a whole in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) exactly in the same way.

By using the multiplexing part of the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) and setting the transmission capacity to 2 Mbps so as to interface with the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side, the availability and compatibility of the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and wireless local loop system become extremely good. This relates to the tasks 3 and 4 explained above. FIGS. 4 and 5 are views of a first and second part of a first embodiment according to the present invention. Note that the same reference numerals or symbols are given to the same constituent elements throughout the figures.

FIGS. 4 and 5 show the base transceiver station (BTS) as a whole. No explanation will be given of the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) however.

Four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) have a single control channel (D channel: 16 kbps CONT) that is basically isolated from each other. At this time, the cell station serves as the master cell station, while the remaining cell stations are made to function as slave cell stations. Control information is transferred among the cell stations (CS1 to CS4) via a microcellular communication via their microprocessors (MPU) so as to increase the number of the speech channels (B channels) accommodated in these four cell stations up to 15 channels.

The transmission system in each cell station (CS), as shown in FIG. 4, is provided with, first, an adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM) coder and decoder (CODEC) for converting the 64 kbps voice or data signal from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) (20 of FIG. 3) to a 32 kbps voice or data signal. Then, further, a time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33 multiplexes the single control channel (D channel) with, for example, three voice/data channels (B channels), then applies for example quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation at a modulator (MOD) 34. Further, a transmission amplifier (TX-RF) 35 converts (up-converts) the signal to the frequency required for the radio transmission, amplifies the signal, and then inputs it from the cell station transmission end 111 to the hybrid section 10 (FIG. 5) which forms one of the characteristic features of the present invention.

On the other hand, the receiving section in each cell station (CS), the receiving amplifier (RX-RF) 36 first receives the signal obtained via the hybrid section 10, converts it (down-converts it) to the required frequency optimum for the processing in the cell station (CS), and amplifies it. A demodulator (DEM) 37 then reproduces it to the original digital voice/data signal. As shown at the right end in FIG. 5, the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 has a space diversity (SD) configuration, and the components of the reception system (36 and 37) form two systems. For this reason, a space diversity (SD) selection unit 38 selects the reproduced demodulated data having the higher reception level from the pair of reception signals obtained from the transmitting and receiving antennas 7. This selected demodulated data is supplied to the time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33. Further, the selection information showing which is higher in reception level is also notified to the microprocessor (MPU) 31.

Receiving the demodulated data, the time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33 separates the demodulated data into the signal of the control channel (D channel) and the signals of the speech channels (B channels) containing the voice/data information. The adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM) coder and decoder (CODEC) 32 then converts the separated signal to 64 kbps data and then sends the same to the multiplexing/demultiplexing means (MUX/DMUX) 20.

Next, viewing the hybrid section 10 shown in FIG. 5, the power combiner 11 shown in FIG. 1 is realized as a multistage power combiner (in the figure, comprised of a plurality of hybrids (H1 to H6), for example, 3 dB directional combiners).

The combined transmission power from the final hybrid H5 or H6 is input to common transmitting amplifiers 41 (COMP AMP1 and COMP AMP2) comprising for example high power amplifiers. The time division duplex switch (TDD-SW) 13 shown in FIG. 1 is shown as the time division duplex switches (TDD-SW) S5 and S6. The outputs of the common transmitting amplifiers 41 are input to the power-combining and receiving antennas 7 (ANT1 and ANT2).

The space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 shown in FIG. 1 determines whether to select the route on the antenna ANTI side or to select the route on the antenna ANT2 side among the antennas 7. This space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 is realized as the space diversity switches (SD-SW) S1 to S4 in FIG. 5. Whether the antenna ANTI side or the antenna ANT2 side is selected is determined by the switch routes in these space diversity switches (SD-SW) S1 to S4. Here, each switch route is determined based on the selection information (which antenna between the antennas ANTI and ANT2 had a higher reception level) in the space diversity (SD) selection unit 38 in each cell station (CS1 and CS2).

When the antenna ANTI system is selected, the transmission powers from the cell stations CS1 and CS2 are
combined at the hybrid H1 by the switches S1 and S2, the transmission powers from the cell stations CS3 and CS4 are combined at the hybrid H2 by the switches S3 and S4, and further these combined powers are combined and output from the hybrid HS.

When the antenna ANT2 system is selected, the switches S1, S2, S3, and S4 are instructed by the space diversity (SD) selection unit 38 to set routes opposite to the above routes. The combined powers of the cell stations CS1 and CS2 and the cell stations CS3 and CS4 are cumulatively combined at the hybrids H3 and H6.

The above description was given for a transmission operation at the base transceiver station (BTS) 3. In the case of a reception operation, the time division duplex switches (TDD-SW) 13 (switches S5 and S6) are set so as to guide the signals received from the antennas ANT1 and ANT2 to low noise amplifiers 42 (LNA1, LNA2), respectively. The time division duplex switches (TDD-SW) 13 (S5, S6) are set in this way under a time division duplex (TDD) mode under the control of the time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33 (refer to FIG. 6 mentioned later). The signals received from the low noise amplifiers 42 (LNA1 and LNA2) are distributed to the cell stations (CS1 to CS4) via the power distributor 12 shown in FIG. 1. The signal received from the antenna ANT1 is distributed to the cell stations CS1 to CS4 via the hybrids H11, H17, and H19 among the plurality of hybrids (H17 to H12) constituting the power distributor 12, while the signals received from the antenna ANT2 are distributed to the cell stations CS1 to CS4 via the hybrids H12, H18, and H10.

The thus distributed reception signals are input to a pair of receiving amplifiers (RX-RF) 36 in each cell station (CS1 to CS4) shown in FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is a timing chart of the signals at various parts in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5. The columns indicated as “CS1” to “CS4” at the left end of chart show the channel assignment for making the cell stations (CS1 to CS4) perform a time division multiple access (TDMA) operation and, at the same time, show the way the time division duplex (TDD) operation is performed.

Further, the columns indicated as “S5” and “S6” show the way the time division duplex switches (TDD-SW) S5 and S6 shown in FIG. 5 define the timing of the time division duplex (TDD) operation and the way the so-called “ping-pong transmission” is executed.

Furthermore, the columns indicated as “S1” to “S4” show an example of the way the space diversity (SD) operation is performed and the way the antenna system having a good reception sensitivity is always selected.

Referring to the columns of CS1 to CS4 of FIG. 6 again, the first time slot among the four time slots at the transmission (TX) timing is assigned to the cell station CS1 as the first channel CH1 (CH1TX). The second, third, and fourth time slots among the remaining time slots at the transmission (TX) timing are assigned to the other cell stations CS2, CS3, and CS4 as the second, third, and fourth channels CH2TX, CH3TX, and CH4TX, respectively.

On the other hand, the first time slot among the four time slots at the reception (RX) timing is assigned to the cell station CS1 as the first channel CH1 (CH1RX) and, similarly, the second, third, and fourth channels CH2RX, CH3RX, and CH4RX are assigned to the other cell stations CS2 to CS4.

To realize such a channel assignment, the cell stations CS1 to CS4 must be completely synchronized with each other. This synchronization is carried out for the cell stations CS1 to CS4 by the master cell station (CS1) 4 as a representative of the same. Namely, the three slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) are in independent synchronization with the master cell station (CS1) 4 by the inter-cell station communication shown in FIG. 4.

By doing this, it is sufficient to assign the radio channels for control of the cell stations CS1 to CS4 in the radio zone 6 (FIG. 67) between the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 and the subscriber units 2 to just the master cell station CS1 as a representative case. The space utilization efficiency becomes extremely good. In FIG. 6, the channel (CH1TX, CH1RX) shown with hatching in the column of “CS1” is a channel which the cell station CS1 uses the control channel (D channel) common to the cell stations CS1 to CS4 respectively. The channels other than the channels shown with hatching are the speech channels (B channels).

FIGS. 7 and 8 are views of parts of a first modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5.

The configurations shown in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 correspond to the configurations obtained by deleting the common transmitting amplifiers (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) 41 and further deleting the low noise amplifiers (LNA1 and LNA2) 42 from the components shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5.

As a result, the configurations of FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 enable a reduction in the hardware costs in comparison with the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5. This first modification is preferred when the radio zone 6 between the subscribers SUB and the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is short and it is not necessary to make the service area (propagation distance) that much larger.

FIGS. 9 and 10 are views of parts of a second modification of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5.

The configurations shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 correspond to the configurations obtained by deleting the space diversity (SD) function from the components shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5. Therefore the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 is eliminated. Accordingly, the number of the transmitting and receiving antennas 7 is reduced from two (ANT1 and ANT2) to one.

As a result, the hardware cost can be reduced in comparison with the first embodiment. This second modification is preferably applied in an area where the propagation space (radio zone) 6 between the subscribers SUB and the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is within signal and so-called “multipath fading” seldom occurs. Further, in an area featuring such conditions, the common transmitting amplifiers 41 and the low noise amplifiers 42 can also be deleted as in the first modification in many cases and so a further reduction of the hardware costs is possible.

In short, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 of the second modification is constituted by (1) a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 accommodating the subscriber units 2 each comprising a plurality of PHS terminals and (2) a hybrid section 10 comprising a multistage power combiner 11 which is arranged between these cell stations (CS) and a single transmitting and receiving antenna 7 and which combines the transmitting powers from these cell stations (CS) and feeds the result to the transmitting and receiving antenna 7, a multistage power distributor 12 for distributing the reception power received from the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 to these cell stations (CS), and the time division duplex switch (TDD-SW) 13 (only S6) for alternately switching this transmitting and receiving antenna 7 to the transmission use and reception use under the time division duplex (TDD) mode.
Here, the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 will be referred to again. In the case of the hybrid section 10 (FIG. 5) for combining the transmitting powers from four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) as shown in FIG. 4, when a circuit configuration considering the space diversity (SD) operation is adopted, two hybrids (H) constituting the power combiner 11 are necessary along the flow of the signals (for example, H1→H5 or H3→H6). Accordingly, even if there is no dead loss, a loss of 6 dB is generated.

On the other hand, in the case of a single mode operation not considering the space diversity (SD) operation (refer to FIG. 9 and FIG. 10), two hybrids (H) are necessary along the flow of the signals, so even if there is no dead loss, a loss of 6 dB is generated.

The function of the power combiner (hybrid) 11 is for combining two transmission input powers into one in the case of the transmission system (TX) as mentioned above and for dividing one reception input power into two in the case of the reception system (RX).

The above loss causes a reduction of the transmitting power emitted from the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 in the case of the transmission system, while leads to deterioration of the noise figure in the case of the reception system.

In order to solve these problems, in the first embodiment, a common transmitting amplifier 41 is inserted between the hybrid H5 and the antenna 7.

When the common transmitting amplifier 14 is inserted between the hybrid H5 and the antenna 7, however, the transmitting powers of the four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) will be commonly amplified by one amplifier 41, that is, four signals will be input to one amplifier 41, and there easily arises a problem of intermodulation distortion due to the nonlinearity of the amplifiers. Therefore, even in a case where a plurality of signals are input, it becomes necessary to suppress the level of the intermodulation distortion to the predetermined level or less and a so-called big back-off must be taken. As a result, it becomes necessary to use an amplifier 41 having a large saturation power. Note that, the “back-off” referred to here is the level difference between the output saturation level and the level at the operation point. However, when such a large saturation power is obtained, a problem of an increase of the power consumption is caused.

Furthermore, there arises another problem of an increase of cost and an enlargement of the size of the apparatus, for example, the heat radiation structure becomes large and the required power source becomes large.

In the second embodiment mentioned later, in consideration with the above problems, attention is paid to the fact that synchronization is established in the transmitting and receiving time slots among the four cell stations (refer to FIG. 6). By introducing a bias changing means (51) for adjusting the bias of the common transmitting amplifier 41, a reduction of the power consumption is enabled.

FIG. 11 is a timing chart of signals at the parts in the second embodiment. Note that the present figure corresponds to FIG. 6. For the switching pattern of the space diversity switches (SD-SW) 51 to 54 of FIG. 11, however, an example different from that of FIG. 6 is shown.

In the transmitting time slots (four time slots) in FIG. 11, the channel (CH) of each time slot shown by the hatching indicates the in-use channel, that is, a channel now transmitting significant information. However, this is only one example. Note that CH1TX and CH1RX of the master cell station (CS1) show the control channels (D-channels) common to all cell stations (CS1 to CS4) at the transmission and reception. The channels other than this are all speech channels (B-channels). This was explained referring to FIG. 6.

Further, in the column of the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 54 of FIG. 11, the mark x of the first to third time slots shows that the switching state of the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 54 immediately before this is held during the first to third time slots.

FIG. 12 and FIG. 13 are views of parts of a second embodiment according to the present invention. Note that the basic configuration of FIG. 12 and FIG. 13 is exactly the same as that of FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, but for easier understanding of the bias changing means 51, the method of expression of the figures has been changed. Further, the power distributor 12 is omitted. Further, in this example, the operation direction of the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 54 at the time of the first time slot of the transmission time slots of FIG. 11 is represented.

The concept of the second embodiment can be applied to not only the common transmitting amplifier 41, but also the common receiving amplifier (same as low noise amplifier LNA of FIG. 5), but the following explanation is made taking as an example the former amplifier 41. Control signals (A and B in the diagram) from the microprocessor (MPU) 31, which centrally manages the receiving time slot information of the cell stations CS1 to CS4 (what time slot is used by each cell station and further which antenna 7 between ANT1 and ANT2 is used by each cell station) pass through one of the D/A converters 52 and are input to the output voltage variable terminal V of the corresponding DC/DC converter (DC converter) 53. A variable drain voltage is supplied to one of the common transmitting amplifiers (COM-AMP1 or COM-AMP2) 41 (comprised by an FET).

FIG. 14 is a view of an example of the number of the user subscribers in each cell station for every transmitting time slot. The left side of the figure statistically represents a situation in which the time slots (TS1 to TS4) are used by the subscribers (SUB) for the cell stations (CS1 to CS4) divided between the antenna ANT1 side and the antenna ANT2 side, while the right side of FIG. 14 statistically represents the situation in which the signals of the time slots (TS1 to TS4) are input to the common transmitting amplifiers (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) 41 via the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 for switching the signals to the intended antenna.

It is seen from the example of this figure that the following transmission signals must be amplified at the common transmitting amplifiers (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) 41:

- T1 of COM-AMP1: for 1 person, T1 of COM-AMP2: for 2 persons,
- T2: for 0 person,
- T3: for 1 person, T2: for 0 person,
- T4: for 0 person, T4: for 4 persons,
- T5: for 3 persons.

FIG. 15 is a view of a characteristic of input power versus output power of a common transmitting amplifier (COM-AMP). The drain voltage (refer to drain DCv of FIG. 13) is given so that the back-off becomes constant in accordance with the situation of use of the time slots (TS1 to TS4). But if the bias is finely adjusted with respect to the FET (common transmitting amplifier), five different types of biases will be given to the drain of the FET. That is, in addition to the four modes A, B, C, and D of FIG. 15, for the time slots not utilized by the cell stations CS1 to CS4, the drain voltage is made 0 V and only the gate voltage is given (mode E).
FIG. 16 is a view of the drain voltage in the four modes A to D in FIG. 15 in the case of the example of FIG. 14. FIG. 17 is a view of a voltage (\(V_d\)) versus current (\(I_d\)) characteristic of the FET. As shown in the figure, when the drain voltage of the FET is changed, the gain in the region where the static characteristic is flat does not change much at all and only the saturation power changes. Accordingly, it is possible to achieve a reduction of the power consumption by using this flat region.

In short, summarizing the second embodiment, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 according to the second embodiment operates under a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which a plurality of cell stations 4 occupy channels individually assigned for every time slot and, at the same time, provides a common transmitting amplifier 41 disposed on the output side of the multistage power combiner 11 common to these plurality of cell stations and a common receiving amplifier 42 provided on input side of the multistage power distributor 12 common to these plurality of cell stations. Here, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 further includes a bias changing means 51 giving a bias of a level in proportion to the number of the in-use channels (CS1 to CS4) for every time slot for the corresponding amplifier of the common transmitting amplifier 41.

Here, the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 will be referred to again. The transmitting output from the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 in the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in this first embodiment is desirably constant. This is because, in the case of radio communication, in order to avoid interference with another base transceiver station, the transmitting output must be held within a prescribed range. Namely, when the outputs from the plurality of (four) cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 are combined at the hybrid section 10 and transmitted as in the first embodiment, each output level from each cell station (CS) must independently become constant at the input end to the antenna 7.

The only control of the transmitting output performed under the multiple combining operation at the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in the first embodiment (FIG. 4 and FIG. 5) is automatic control so that the transmission level at the output end of each cell station (CS), that is, at the output of the transmitting amplifier 35, becomes constant. Namely, the amplifier 35 merely executes automatic level control (ALC). As a result, no output level correction was performed after the combining after passing through the power combiner 11. Therefore, even if a change occurs in the passing loss after passing through the power combiner 11 due to aging, no compensation is performed with respect to that change, so there arises a problem that the transmission level is liable to deviate from the standard. The third embodiment can deal with this problem.

The point of this third embodiment resides in that, in a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 provided with a plurality of transmitting amplifiers 35 for every plurality of cell stations (CS) 4, the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain changing means (61) for detecting the transmission power at the point nearest the input end of the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 and giving a transmission gain in proportion to the result of detection to each transmitting amplifier 35.

FIG. 18 and FIG. 19 are views of parts of the third embodiment according to the present invention. In these figures, a characteristic feature of the present embodiment resides in the above transmission gain changing means 61. In order to realize this means 61, various procedures can be considered, but in the example of the figure, this means 61 is realized by the components 62 to 67. Reference numeral 62 shows transmitting output detectors (DET1, DET2), 63 shows gate switches (GS1, GS2), 64 shows a sample and hold circuit, 65 shows a gain control voltage output circuit, 66 shows a \(\frac{1}{2}\) switch, and 67 shows a microprocessor (MPU).

When the outputs from the plurality cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 are combined and transmitted from one transmitting and receiving antenna 7, a transmitting output detecting circuit 62 is provided at the point nearest the input end of that antenna 7. Then, based on the burst timing information from the TDMA CONT terminal of each cell station (CS) 4, the microprocessor (MPU) 67 controls the gate switches 63 and the sample and hold circuit 64 and detects the transmitting output while establishing synchronization among the channels. The difference between the result of the detection and the reference voltage ref is found at the gain control voltage output circuit (DC-AMP) 65 and fed back to the transmitting amplifier 35 and the transmission gain is adjusted at each cell station to make the output at the input end of the antenna 7 constant.

FIG. 20 is a timing chart showing a measuring timing of the transmitting output. The third embodiment shown in FIG. 18 and FIG. 19 will be explained referring to this figure as well. Note that, FIG. 20 is to be viewed in the same way as FIG. 6 and FIG. 11.

The transmitting signal burst at each cell station (CS) is increased or reduced according to the call quantity. For this reason, the intended gain control cannot be performed only by detection at the point after is the combination (output of H5). Therefore, as shown in FIG. 20, at the time of a reception signal burst, the transmitting wave is transmitted while successively shifting the time slot by each burst from each cell station (CS) 4, and the output level at the output end (H5 or H6) of the power combiner 11 is measured at the combining end.

Referring also to FIG. 18 and FIG. 19, detecting circuits 62 (DET1 and DET2) and gate switches (GS1 and GS2) 63 are provided at output ends of the hybrids (H5 and H6) in the hybrid section 10. The detection output from each gate switch 63 is held in each cell station (CS) by the sample and hold circuit 64. The microprocessor (MPU) 67 controls the gate switches 63 and the sample and hold circuit 64 by the burst timing information from each cell station (CS) 4. That is, the transmitting outputs are successively sampled (detected) for every time slot and the detected power thereof is held in the sample and hold circuit 64 for each time slot, that is, corresponding to each cell station (CS), until the end of the subsequent transmitting signal burst timing.

In FIG. 20, the measuring burst T11 for measuring only the transmitting output from the cell station CS1 is output. At this time, the space diversity switch (SD SW) (S1) 14 has been changed over to the ANT1 side of the antenna 7. Thus, a measurement-use transmitting wave is transmitted from the hybrid H5 of the power combiner 11. This transmitting wave is converted to a DC detection voltage at the detector 62 (DET1) and selected as the measuring burst from the cell station CS1 at the gate switch 63 (GS1). This DC detection voltage is held as a hold voltage at the sample and hold circuit 64 until the next measuring burst T12 is output. Note that, the above hold voltage is fed back to the cell station CS1, compared with the reference voltage (ref) in the gain control voltage output circuit comprising the DC amplifier (DC-AMP), and controls the gain of the transmitting amplifier (TX RF) 35. This control is carried out so that the prescribed output is obtained at the input end of the antenna.
7. Note that, in the present figure, a mixer (MIX), the illustration of which was omitted in other figures, is indicated in the transmitting amplifier (TX-RF). This is a mixer for frequency conversion. The cell station CS sends the frequency (I1 to I4), different for the cell stations CS1 to CS4, at the next measuring burst (T12), to the ANT2 side of the space diversity switch (SD-SW) 14 (S1), thereby to obtain the measurement-use transmitting wave for the cell station CS1 from the hybrid H6 of the power combiner 14. Further, this transmitting wave is converted to a DC voltage at the transmitting output detector 62 (DE2) and selected as the measuring wave from the cell station CS1 at the gate switch 63 (GS2) in the same way as that mentioned above. The selected DC detection voltage of the ANT2 system for the cell station CS1 is held by the sample and hold circuit 64 until the next measuring burst (T13). After this, the space diversity switch (SD-SW) S1 is operated by alternately switching the space diversity switch (SD-SW) to the ANT1 side and ANT2 side for every burst. For this reason, the sample and hold circuit 64 is provided with a 1/2 switching unit 66 for switching the space diversity switch (SD-SW) S1 to the ANT1 side or the ANT2 side.

The cell stations CS2 to CS4 control the transmitting output in the same way as the cell station CS1.

An operation similar to the operation for the cell station CS1 is successively carried out in the order of the cell station CS1→cell station CS2→cell station CS3→cell station CS4. The fact that the supply of the transmitting output measuring bursts (T11 to T14) at the cell station CS1 to the cell station CS4 is performed at the reception frame is clear from FIG. 20. From the point of view of the transmission signal burst, the space diversity switch (SD-SW) (S1 to S4) 14 selects one of the ANT1 and ANT2 in accordance with the reception level detected at the reception system of each cell station (CS).

In short, according to this detailed example of the third embodiment, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 operates under a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 occupy channels individually assigned for every time slot and the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 operate while alternately repeating the cycles of the transmission frame and reception frame as a whole under a time division duplex (TDD) mode. Here, the transmission gain changing means 61 makes the transmitting amplifier 35 of each of the cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 sequentially output a constant transmitting output measurement-use burst for every time slot in each cycle of the reception frame, obtains the transmission gains according to the results of measurement detection for every transmitting amplifier 35, and gives the transmission gain to the transmitting amplifiers 35 until the end of the subsequent transmission frame cycle.

Referring again to the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4, the control of the transmitting output performed after the multiple combining of the transmitting output at the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in the first embodiment is automatic control so that the transmission level at the output end of each cell station (CS) becomes constant. As a result, as mentioned in the third embodiment as well, no output level correction was performed after the combining. Therefore, any change in the gain of the common transmitting amplifier 41 due to aging is not compensated for, so there arises a problem that the transmission level from the antenna 7 is liable to deviate from the standard level. The fourth embodiment can deal with this problem.

The point of this fourth embodiment resides in that, in the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 provided with a common transmitting amplifier 41 disposed common to a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 on the output side of the multistage power combiner 11, the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain adjusting means 71 for adjusting the transmission gain of the common transmitting amplifier 41 so that the transmitting output level at the input end of the transmitting and receiving antenna 7 is maintained at the predetermined constant value in a state where the input level at the input end of the common transmitting amplifier 41 becomes the same level for any of the plurality of the cell stations (CS) 4.

FIG. 21 and FIG. 22 are views of parts of a fourth embodiment according to the present invention. In these figures, the characteristic feature of the present embodiment resides in the transmission gain adjusting means 71. Various techniques can be considered in order to realize this means 71, but in the example of these figures, this means 71 is realized by the components 72 to 78. Reference numeral 72 shows input side transmission output detectors (DE3 and DE4), 73 shows gate switches (GS4 and GS5), 74 shows output side transmission output detectors (DE5 and DE6), 75 shows sample and hold circuits (SH2 and SH3), 76 shows DC offset control units (CONT1 and CONT2), 77 shows a sample and hold circuit (SH4), and 78 shows a microprocessor (MPU).

Where the outputs from the plurality of cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 are combined and transmitted from one transmitting and receiving antenna 7, the input side transmission output detectors 72 (DE3 and DE4) are provided at the point nearest the combining end (output of the hybrid H5 or H6) thereof. Then, based on the burst timing information from each cell station (CS) 4, the microprocessor (MPU) 78 controls the gate switches 73 (GS4 and GS5) and the sample and hold circuit 77 and detects the transmission output while establishing synchronization among the channels. The difference between the result of detection and the reference voltage ref is found at the gain control voltage output circuit 65 and fed back to the transmitting amplifier 35. The transmission gain at each cell station (CS) 4 is variably changed and made the output constant at the combining end (H5 or H6). Further, output side transmission output detectors 74 (DE5 and DE6) are provided at the input end of the antenna 7. Based on the burst timing information from each cell station (CS) 4, the DC offset voltage from the DC offset control units 76 (CONT1 and CONT2) and the DC detection voltage from the detector 74 are sampled and held at the sample and hold circuits 75 (SH2 and SH3) for every burst timing under the control of the microprocessor (MPU) 78. Control is performed so that the transmitting output from the common transmitting amplifier 41 becomes constant.

The control of the output level at the combining ends (H5 and H6) of the transmitting wave is similar to that in the third embodiment.

In this fourth embodiment, output side transmission output detectors 74 (DE5 and DE6) are provided which add the transmitting outputs at the transmitting wave combining ends (H5 and H6) to the common transmitting amplifiers 41 (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) for amplifying the same up to the predetermined level and detect the output at the input end of the antenna 7. The detection voltages thereof are sampled and held by the sample and hold circuits (SH2 and SH3) under the instruction of the microprocessor (MPU) 78. The gains of the common transmitting amplifiers 41 (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) are controlled to make the transmission output level constant.

The transmitting signal burst from each cell station (CS) is increased or reduced according to the call quantity. The
transmission control at the point after the combination becomes complex, but control is performed so that the input side level of the common transmitting amplifier 41 becomes the same for all of the four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) by the method according to the second embodiment and in that state the gain of the amplifier (COM AMP) is controlled so that the input end level of the antenna 7 becomes constant. Namely, the transmission output level at the input end of the antenna 7 is detected for every time slot (four time slots) in the transmitting signal burst period (refer to FIG. 20), and the DC detection voltage is supplied to the sample and hold circuit 75. On the other hand, the number of the transmitting waves of each cell station (CS) is determined at the microprocessor (MPU) 78 from the burst timing information from the 'TDMA-CON1' terminal of each cell station (CS) 4, and the DC offset voltage is given to the sample and hold circuit 75 via the DC offset control unit 76.

The sample and hold circuit 75 supplies a voltage proportional to the difference between the DC detection voltage and the DC offset voltage to the common transmitting amplifier 41, controls the gain thereof, and makes the transmitting output levels constant at the input end of the antenna 7.

Note that the gain of the common transmitting amplifier 41 is controlled independently on the ANTI1 side and the ANTI2 side of the antenna 7.

In short, according to the detailed example of the fourth embodiment, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 operates under a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 occupy channels individually assigned for every time slot and, at the same time, these plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 operate while alternately repeating the cycles of the transmission frame and reception frame as a whole under a time division duplex (TDD) mode. Here, the transmission gain adjusting means 71 feeds back the error voltage between the differential voltage, obtained by subtracting the offset based on the number of the transmitting waves using the channel from the level of the transmitting output at the input end of the transmitting and receiving antenna 7, and the predetermined reference voltage ref to the common transmitting amplifier 41 for every time slot in each transmission frame cycle so as to adjust the transmission gain.

Next, an explanation will be made of a fifth embodiment based on the present invention. The PHS system is a method basically used for mobile telecommunication, so presupposes that the position of the subscriber unit (mobile terminal) is not fixed but moves around. For this reason, an omnidirectional antenna has been used both in the base transceiver station and the subscriber units (mobile terminals). Note that, a system in which directional antennas are used in the base transceiver station and one radio zone is divided into a plurality of fan type zones is sometimes used, but in this case, the radio zone is divided in a fixed manner so the basic concept is the same as the case of an omnidirectional antenna.

The wireless local loop (WLL) system is a system designed to facilitate construction of the telecommunication infrastructure at a low cost. Even in a case where the density of the subscribers (SUB) is relatively low, it is necessary to reduce the system costs. In particular, the reduction of the cost of the infrastructure requires a decrease of the number of the base transceiver stations and a reduction of the costs of the base transceiver stations. To decrease the number of the base transceiver stations, it is necessary to make the radio zone larger, but the rise of the transmission power required for this purpose causes an increase in the hardware costs. Further, in the case of a PHS system, the transmission power of each subscriber unit 2 is limited by the standards (refer to Standard RCR STD-28).

On the other hand, as mentioned above, a system of dividing one radio zone into a plurality of fan type zones is sometimes used. Since a directional antenna is used in each fan type zone, the system is improved in terms of both of the transmission power and the resistance to interference. However, the total power and the number of the radio units per radio zone are increased by exactly the number of the fan type zones, so consequently the cost of the base transceiver station is not lowered.

The reason why the required transmission power becomes larger due to an enlargement of the radio zone is that the electromagnetic waves are emitted even in the undesired directions due to the use of the omnidirectional antenna in the base transceiver station and/or subscriber unit. Therefore, transmission power is wasted.

Further, where the antenna is omnidirectional, the emission of such unnecessary electromagnetic waves causes interference in the other adjoining base transceiver stations, therefore the "frequency repetition number" must be made large. Namely, a frequency the same as the frequency used in a certain radio zone cannot be used except at a radio zone much further away. As a result, the efficiency of frequency utilization is degraded, and the number of the subscribers (SUB) which can be accommodated per radio zone becomes small. Therefore, the radio zone cannot be enlarged and conversely the number of the base transceiver stations must be increased. In the system dividing one radio zone into a plurality of fan type zones, this problem is reduced, but is still not sufficiently effectively resolved.

The fifth embodiment is designed to deal with the above problem and relates to the task 2 mentioned above. In order to solve this problem, basically the following base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is provided. Namely, it is a base transceiver station in a PHS type wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 comprising a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 and a large number of subscriber units 2 which are scattered around the base transceiver station (BTS) 3, are accommodated by the base transceiver station 3, and have a PHS terminal, provided with a variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 by which the transmission and reception wave is given a variable directivity in accordance with the distribution of the large number of subscriber units 2 with respect to the base transceiver station.

The base transceiver station (BTS) 3 and/or subscriber unit 2 in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 uses a directional antenna, so the emission of undesired electromagnetic waves is reduced and the radio zone can be enlarged while realizing an increase of the transmission distance and a reduction of interference. The infrastructural cost is reduced due to this.

In short, in a wireless local loop (WLL) system 1, the positions of the subscriber units 2 are fixed and it is possible to determine which subscribers SUB are present in what directions with respect to the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 on the infrastructure side. Using this fact, it is possible to use an antenna having directivity oriented to the subscribers in the base transceiver station so as to reduce the undesired emission of electromagnetic waves, to increase the transmission distance, and to reduce interference simultaneously.

Similarly, by taking note of the fact that the direction of the base transceiver station 3 with respect to the subscriber unit 2 is fixed and using a directional antenna oriented to the
base transceiver station (BTS) 3 at the subscriber unit 2, it is possible to reduce the interference and, at the same time, enhance the efficiency of frequency utilization.

FIG. 23 is a view diagrammatically showing the function obtained by the fifth embodiment according to the present invention. In the figure, 7 is a transmitting and receiving antenna of the base transceiver station (BTS) 3, and 8 is a transmitting and receiving antenna of the subscriber unit 2 of the subscriber SUB.

Where there is a variation in the distribution of the subscriber units 2 as shown in FIG. 23, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 can suitably use the directional antenna 7 to improve the efficiency of the transmission power. Further, by reducing the emission power particularly in the direction in which the subscriber density is low, it can reduce the interference in that direction. Due to the reduction of the interference power, it becomes easy to utilize the same radio frequency in a radio zone of another base transceiver station (not illustrated) existing in that direction, so the efficiency of frequency utilization is enhanced. PHS systems make use of a dynamic channel assign (DCA) function where each base transceiver station autonomously selects and uses a frequency with less interference. Therefore, the effect of improvement is particularly great.

FIG. 24 is a view of an example of the variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means characterizing the fifth embodiment.

The variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 comprises an antenna switch section 82 serving as the feeding phase control unit and a dipole transmitting and receiving antenna 7. Here, the feeding phase control unit (hereinafter referred to as the antenna switch section) 82 comprises a λ/8 delay line 83, a 3λ/8 delay line 84, pattern switches S1 to S7, and the illustrated required wirings and performs the transfer of the transmitting wave T and the receiving wave R with the hybrid section 10.

The pattern switches S1 to S7 receive the switch pattern control signal from the microprocessor (MPU) 31 in each cell station (CS) 4, assume the designated contact positions, and provide the various directional patterns illustrated in FIG. 25.

FIGS. 25A to 25E are views of the various directional patterns and the switch patterns at this time. According to whether a delay of λ/8 is given to the feeding route or a delay of 3λ/8 is given or no delay is given, the directional patterns as shown for example in FIG. 25A to FIG. 25E can be obtained. Note that how to obtain any directivity desired per sec is something which can be realized by other well known art as well.

Taking note of the fact that the positions of the subscriber units 2 are fixed and which subscriber are present in which direction with respect to the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 can be determined, the subscriber units existing in specific directions are grouped together and a specific time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot is assigned to each group.

FIG. 26 is a view of an example of the grouping of the subscriber units in the fifth embodiment. FIG. 27 is a view of the assignment of the time slots assuming the grouping in FIG. 26. Referring to these FIG. 26 and FIG. 27, the time slot 1 is assigned to the subscriber units 2 belonging to the group 1, and the time slot 2 is assigned to the subscriber units 2 belonging to the group 2. Accordingly, in the time slot 1, the switch pattern 3 of FIG. 25E is adopted, and in the time slot 2, the switch pattern 2 of FIG. 25C is adopted. Thus, the communication with the subscriber units in each group is carried out by switching the antenna directivity for every time division multiple access (TDMA) time slot. Note that, desirably the number of the subscriber units belonging to each subscriber unit group is made the same as much as possible for good balance. Therefore, depending on the geographical distribution of the subscriber units, it is also possible to use the switch patterns 1 and 4 (patterns of FIG. 25A and FIG. 25B) to average out the number of the subscriber units.

Further, the correspondence between the groups of subscriber units and the time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots does not have to be fixed and can be adaptively changed according to the geographical distribution of the subscribers calling at any particular point of time.

Further, by establishing synchronization in timing between the base transceiver stations in the radio zones and using directivities orthogonal to each other in radio zones close to each other, the interference between the radio zones can be reduced and thereby an effect of an increase of the channel capacity can be obtained.

FIG. 28 is a view of another example of the directional pattern shown in FIG. 26. In FIG. 26, the antenna was made directional for all of the time division multiple access (TDMA) time slots, but in the transmitting and receiving time slots for the control information by the D-channel, there are sometimes cases where an omnidirectional antenna is preferable. At this time, an omnidirectional antenna can be realized for a specific time slot by using a diversity antenna (comprised of a pair of antennas).

FIG. 29 is a view of the assignment of the time slots in the case of inclusion of an omnidirectional pattern as well. The time slot indicated as “control” in the figure is assigned to the D-channel and is in the omnidirectional mode (FIG. 28).

FIG. 30 is a view of an example of a variably directional antenna means which can be also used for the pattern of FIG. 29. As shown in the figure, the antenna switch sections 1 and 2 are provided and the power is fed simultaneously at both transmission sides. The reception side performs the usual diversity reception having different antenna gains. In the figure, the first and second variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna units 85 and 86 are constituted by sets of the antenna switch sections 1 and 2 and the transmitting and receiving antennas 7, respectively. These units 85 and 86 are arranged orthogonal to each other. Here, by the combination of the switch patterns of the antenna switch sections, the combined directional patterns as shown in FIGS. 31 to 33 are obtained.

That is, FIG. 31 is a view of the combined pattern corresponding to the omnidirectional mode shown in FIG. 28. FIG. 32 is a view of the combined pattern corresponding to the group 1 shown in FIG. 28, and FIG. 33 is a view of the combined pattern corresponding to the group 2 shown in FIG. 28.

FIG. 34 is a view for explaining an example of realization of another omnidirectional pattern. This example is one of artificial realization of omnidirectivity by sequentially switching the directivity of the antenna. In a PHS system, the control information of the D-channel is transmitted to several frames at one time. Therefore, in the control information-use time slot in the first frame, the directivity of [1] of FIG. 34 is assumed and in the control-use time slot of the second frame (not always the frame immediately after the first frame), control information the same as that in the previous frame is transmitted with the directivity of [2] of the figure. In the third frame, similarly, the same control information is transmitted with the directivity of [3]. By
repeating this below, the same control information can be transmitted in all directions and artificial omnidirectivity can be realized.

In short, according to the detailed example of the fifth embodiment, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is a base transceiver station which comprises a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 and operates under a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which these plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 occupy channels individually assigned for every time slot. Here, the variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 assigns the same time slots to all of the subscriber units 2 belonging to the same group when grouping a large number of subscriber units 2 into a plurality of groups for each of the directions seen from the base transceiver station (BTS) 3. Each time slot is given directivity in each corresponding direction.

Further, the variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 comprises dipole antennas 7 and the feeding phase control unit 82 for changing over the difference in feeding phase to the dipole antennas 7 for every time slot.

Furthermore, the variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 comprises the first variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna unit 85 and the second variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna unit 86 orthogonally arranged with respect to this first variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna unit 85.

The variably directional transmitting and receiving antenna means 81 changes the directivity to omnidirectivity for every specific time slot for transferring control information between the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 and the subscriber units 2.

More detailed examples of the above-mentioned directional patterns will be given below for further study. For the explanation of same, refer to FIG. 35 to FIG. 39.

That is, FIG. 35 is a view of an example of the radiation pattern of an antenna; FIG. 36 is a view of various radiation patterns when changing the antenna spacing when the difference in feeding phase is 0; FIG. 37 is a view of various radiation patterns when changing the difference in feeding phase when setting the antenna spacing to a first fixed value; FIG. 38 is a view of various radiation patterns when changing the difference in feeding phase when setting the antenna spacing to a second fixed value; and FIG. 39 is a view of various radiation patterns when changing the difference in feeding phase when setting the antenna spacing to a third fixed value.

Note that the numerals on the top left of the figures show the antenna spacing d (left side) and the feeding phase difference [unit: λ] (right side). FIG. 35 shows the case where the antenna spacing d equals λ/2 (0.5) and the feeding phase difference equals λ/8 (0.125).

Considering FIG. 35 to FIG. 39, following facts (1) and (2) become clear.

(1) When the antenna spacing d is a value other than λ/2 (0.5), controllable directivity cannot be obtained. Further, with a d of less than λ/2, the pattern becomes ellipsoidal, while with a d of more than λ/2, a large number of beams are formed and therefore even if the feeding phase difference is changed, the entire radiation pattern does not change that much.

(2) When d=λ/2, the radiation pattern continuously changes with respect to the feeding phase difference.

From the above description, the optimum antenna spacing d is λ/2 (fixed). For the feeding phase difference, as shown in the concrete example of FIG. 24, preferably the delay lines of λ/8(83), 3λ/8(84) and 0 delay are used.

Next, an explanation will be made of a sixth embodiment of the present invention. In a usual PHS network, the antenna 8 at the PHS terminal is omnidirectional, therefore, as shown in FIG. 40 mentioned later, the frequency repetition number must be made large and thus the channel capacity cannot be made larger.

FIG. 40 is a view for explaining the desired wave versus interference wave characteristic in a general PHS network; and FIG. 41 is a view for explaining how the desired wave versus interference wave characteristic is enhanced by the sixth embodiment of the present invention.

In a wireless local loop (WLL) system, it is possible to utilize the fact that the PHS terminals are fixed and use an directional antenna to reduce the inter-cell interference as shown in FIG. 40 and make the frequency repetition number smaller. Conventionally, where the antennas 8 of the subscriber units 2 are omnidirectional, a frequency repetition number of seven cells becomes necessary. Where the base transceiver stations BTS1 and BTS2 use the same radio frequency as in FIG. 40, the following equation stands:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_1 &= 1 \\
L_2 &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + (2\sqrt{3})^2}} = \sqrt{13}
\end{align*}
\]

Accordingly, the ratio CIR (carrier to interference ratio) between the power of the desired wave and the power of the interference wave (note, the average value in a long zone is used) becomes as follows:

\[
CIR = \frac{\sqrt{13}}{1} = 19.5 \text{ dB}
\]

where, α: distance attenuation factor (α=3.5)

As opposed to this, when the subscriber units 2 use directional antennas, even with a repetition of three cells as in FIG. 41, since L1=1 and L2=2, the ratio CIR between the power of the desired wave and the power of the interference wave becomes 10.5 dB. Here, if the F/B ratio of the antenna 8 is set to 10 dB, the ratio CIR becomes equal to 20.5 dB and a ratio CIR equivalent to that at a repetition of seven cells is obtained. Namely, with an equivalent ratio CIR, the frequency repetition number can be reduced to about a half. Accordingly, the channel capacity can be increased about two-fold.

In short, the sixth embodiment is characterized by the fact that the subscriber unit 2 to be accommodated by a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in a PHS type wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 is provided with a transmitting and receiving antenna 8 which has a directivity oriented to the base transceiver station (BTS) 3.

The above explanation was made relating to the parts mainly concerning the subscriber side in the configuration of the base transceiver station (BTS) 3, therefore, here, a description will be made of the part relating to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side including the subscriber exchange (LE in FIG. 67) in the configuration of the base transceiver station (BTS) 3. These parts are the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 in FIG. 1, the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX). 20 shown in FIG. 3, and the parts relating to the same. These related parts are the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit 20 per se and peripheral parts thereof and further the parts located
on the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20, for example, preferably, the parts which should be formed in the base station controller (BSC) 5 shown in FIG. 67. The latter parts which should be formed in the base station controller (BSC) 5 will be explained in detail later as the seventh embodiment, therefore, here, the former parts, that is the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/OMUX) 20 and the peripheral parts thereof, will be explained referring to FIG. 3.

Summarizing the matter mentioned referring to FIG. 3, the outlined type of the base transceiver station (UTS) 3 according to the present invention is as follows. Namely, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is preferably a base transceiver station (ETS) 3 in a wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 using a PHS system. This base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is constituted by a combination of a first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and a second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. Then, these two base transceiver stations (BTS 21 and 22 are constituted as follows.

(1) The first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 is constituted by four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 each accommodating a plurality of subscriber units 2 and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 performing the multiplexing and demultiplexing of the digital information transmitted and received between the cell stations (CS) 4 and the subscriber exchange LE.

(2) The second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 has four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 each accommodating a plurality of subscriber units 2 and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, and transmits and receives the digital information between the cell stations (CS) 4 and the subscriber exchange LE.

In more detail, in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, one of the four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 serves as a master cell station (CS1 in FIG. 4) handling the control-use D-channel signals in addition to the speech-use B-channel signals, while the other three cell stations (CS2 to CS4 in FIG. 4) serve as slave cell stations transmitting and receiving the control-use D-channel signals by inter-processor communication with the master cell station (CS1). Note that, in FIG. 4, the inter-processor communication is communication mainly for transferring the D-channel signals with the microprocessor (MPU) 31 in each cell station (CS) and is shown as the “inter-CS communication” in the figure.

In the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 as well, one of the four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) 4 serves as the master cell station (CS1) handling the control-use D-channel signals in addition to the speech-use B-channel signals, while the other three cell stations (CS2 to CS3) 4 serve as slave cell stations transmitting and receiving the control-use D-channel signals by inter-processor communication with this master cell station (CS1).

An explanation will be made next of the components in the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS) 21 and 22 to be arranged at the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side from the components mentioned before, preferably to be provided in the base station controller (BSC) 5 of FIG. 67, as the seventh embodiment.

If simply realizing the configuration of the cell station (CS) intended by the present invention without adding the improvements obtained by the present invention, the configuration as shown in FIG. 2 is obtained. In the configuration of FIG. 2, however, there arises the above problem that a large number of metal cables must be laid or a large number of antennas 7 must be provided.

To solve this problem, as mentioned above, a configuration is adopted of grouping four cell stations (CS1 to CS4) together so as to provide a coupled configuration of base transceiver stations (BTS1+BTS2) as the base transceiver station (BTS3) (refer to FIG. 3). Here, the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 is provided with the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) connecting channels from the existing network (public switched telephone network PSTN) and the cell stations (CS) and thereby the transmission digital data is distributed to the transmission digital data to the base transceiver station B21 and the transmission digital data to the base transceiver station B22.

By configuring the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in this way, when performing the function of an existing U-interface line, that is, the function of (2B+D)×2×2 (FIG. 2) per cell station (CS), by expanding this cell station (CS) to eight cell stations, worth, a capacity of 8×(2B+D)×2 can be covered by a single PCM channel of 2 Mbps. Namely, (2B+D)×2×4×8×2=32B+56, where D=16 kbps is made

(2B+D)×2×4×8×2=32B+56, where D=64 kbps.

Since, in the radio zone 6, one control (D) channel is formed for four cell stations (CS) and two control (D) channels are used for eight cell stations (CS), the number of usable speech (B) channels becomes 32B–2B=30 B-channels. This is realized by the 32TS (30 ch/1 control channel/1 synchronization channel) of a 2M line (PCM line of 2 Mbps mentioned above (TS is a time slot, and ITS corresponds to 1 channel (ch)). This is shown in FIG. 42.

FIG. 42 is a view of the channel (ch) configuration of the transmission information between the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and the base transceiver station (BTS). In the figure, “control ch” means the D-channel. Note that, in the configuration of the figure, the left and right are reversed from the configuration shown in the figures herefore. The left side is defined as the subscriber (SUB) side, and the right side is defined as the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side. This is for making this configuration match with the configuration of FIG. 43 which will be explained next.

FIG. 43 is a view of the seventh embodiment according to the present invention. The base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in the PHS type wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 according to this seventh embodiment is characterized in that it is connected to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) via interface converting equipment 91 for converting the protocol used in the existing public switched telephone network (PSTN) to the protocol used in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 and vice versa. This interface converting equipment 91 is preferably arranged in the base station controller (BSC).

Before explaining the configuration of FIG. 43 in more detail, FIG. 44 will be referred to.

FIG. 44 is a view for explaining the configuration of a current type of a PHS network. In the figure, the configurations of the parts are as follows.

ISM is an I-interface module which is added to a D70 exchange, for providing ISDN service.

ISMA is an I-interface module (ISM) adapter for connecting a cell station and I-interface module (ISM) in a PHS service.

SLT is a subscriber line terminating unit.

OCU is a unit for terminating intra-office lines.

AUR is a function unit for mobile guarantee.

DSU is a unit for terminating the metallic digital subscriber line.
HLR is a home-location register, that is, a data base recording the billing information etc. PBX/LAN is a unit for performing the line concentration and exchange processing.

Further, S, T, U, U′, and V are reference points, in which S and T are the sign interface and U, U′, and V are transmission line interfaces.

In FIG. 44, the PHS system is connected to the subscriber exchange LE (D70) through the I-interface module adapter (ISMA) and the I-interface module (ISM) and accesses the public switched telephone network (PSTN).

Where the PHS system is to be introduced as a wireless local loop (WLL) system, the first condition is that it can be connected to a public switched telephone network (PSTN), but the PHS networks of the present stage presuppose the existence of an expensive ISDN network. Therefore, in practice it is difficult to introduce the wireless local loop (WLL) system into for example the developing countries.

Further, the PHS networks of the present stage provide a U-interface line for every cell station (CS), but when considering the traffic conditions of a wireless local loop (WLL) system, two U-interfaces are not sufficient. The base transceiver station therefore has to accommodate a plurality of cell stations (CS).

Therefore, in order to introduce a wireless local loop (WLL) system using a PHS network into the existing public switched telephone network (PSTN), as a public switched telephone network (PSTN) in the broad sense of the term, it becomes necessary to mount a general (existing) interface in place of a U'-interface. However, the PHS network per se is based on the standard RCR-STD28, therefore the ISDN protocol must be processed.

The interface converting equipment 91 shown in FIG. 43 was introduced to deal with the tasks 3) and 4). This performs the mutual conversion (processing) between the protocol of the existing public switched telephone network (PSTN) and the protocol of the ISDN upon which the PHS system is based. The protocol of the existing network is for example a V.5.2 interface standardized for example ITU-T etc.

The interface converting equipment 91 shown in FIG. 43 basically comprises the following components:

(1) A first input/output unit 92 connected to the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 side.
(2) A second input/output unit 93 connected to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side.
(3) A switching unit 94 inserted between the first input/output unit 92 and the second input/output unit 93.

A layer 2 terminating unit 95 for terminating the digital signal from the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 side obtained via the switching unit 94 and the digital signal of each layer 2 (retransmission control etc. as an example) from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side,
(5) A central processing unit (CPU) 96 which processes the message (call origination, call destination, etc.) of the layer 3 obtained at the layer 2 terminating unit 95, converts this to the digital data of the layer 2 again, and transmits the same via the switching unit 94 to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 side, respectively.

Note that, the central processing unit (CPU) 96 works with the subscriber data base holding information on the individual subscribers.

More preferably, this interface converting equipment 91 is constituted including a maintenance and operating unit 97 which performs at least monitoring and control of the interface converting equipment 91 per se and the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 and management and maintenance of the subscriber information (held in the subscriber data base 98). This maintenance and operating unit 97 may be a general operation and maintenance controller (radio) (OMC-R).

More specifically, as shown in FIG. 43, the interface converting equipment 91 accommodates a plurality of base transceiver station (BTS) 3 on the subscriber line side and is constituted by first and second input/output units 92 and 93 which input and output the digital information (V.5.2 and 2M) from the existing network or the base transceiver stations (BTS), an L2 terminating unit 95 for terminating the L2 (layer 2) of the digital information thereof (including V.5.2 use and ISDN use), a central processing unit (CPU) 96 for processing the L3 (layer 3), a switching unit 94 for switching the digital information to the destination line according to the control information processed in the central processing unit (CPU) 96, and the maintenance and operating unit (OMC-R) 97 for performing monitoring and control of the interface converting equipment 91 and the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 and the maintenance and management of the subscriber information.

As the supplementary explanation of the seventh embodiment, an example of the call processing where the interface converting equipment 91 is arranged in the base station controller (BSC) 5 will be shown in FIG. 45.

FIG. 45 is a sequence diagram of an example of the call processing by a base station controller (BSC) having interface converting equipment.

(A) The processing in the base station controller (BSC) S in the case of call origination from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) is as follows.

(1) A call origination message is received from the subscriber exchange (LE). At this time, the time slot (TS) on the V.5.2 interface is allocated by ALLOCATION. As an example, the 14th time slot TS10 (LE No. 14-TS10) in the 16 2M PCM lines in V.5.2 is allocated.

(2) The base station controller (BSC) 5 searches for the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 accommodating the call destination subscriber, At this time, the subscriber data base 98 in the base station controller (BSC) 5 is used.

(3) A request is received for establishment of communication lines in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1. “ESTABLISH” is the request for establishment of a time slot (TS) of the subscriber side line from the base station controller (BSC) 5. As an example, the 16th time slot TS10 (BTS No. 16TS10) in the 16 2M PCM lines between the base station controller (BSC) and base transceiver station (BTS) is allocated.

(4) The calling information is transmitted to the control channel (D-channel) of the allocated 2M line. “SET UP” means the call set-up with respect to the subscriber (SUB) and transmits the destination subscriber number.

(5) A response from the call termination side (OFF HOOK of the subscriber terminal (PHTS) 2 in wireless local loop system) is received. “CONN (CONNECTION)” is the acknowledge notification from the destination side.

(6) A response (OFF HOOK) from the destination side is notified to the subscriber exchange (LE). “SIGNAL” is the OFF HOOK notification on the V.5.2 interface.

(7) By setting the switching between the No. 14-TS10 on the subscriber exchange (LE) side and No. 16-TS10 on the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 side (connecting the two), the communication between the two is started.

(8) The processing at the base station controller (BSC) 5 at the time of the disconnection from public switched telephone network (PSTN) is as follows.
A request is received for releasing the time slot (TS) (LE NO. 14-TS30) allocated on the V5.2 interface. “REALLOCATION” is the release of the time slot (TS) established by “ALLOCATION”.

Call disconnection is requested to the subscriber terminal (2) in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 since the communication is ended. “DISC (DISCONNECTION)” is the request for the call disconnection.

A request for call release (ON HOOK of the subscriber terminal (2) in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1) is received. “REL (RELEASE)” is the request for the channel now and call number release.

ON HOOK of the subscriber terminal (2) in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 is notified to the subscriber exchange (LE) side.

A request is released for the release of the communication time slot (BTS NO. 16-TS10) in the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1. “DISCONNECT” is the request for the release of the time slot (TS) established by “ESTABLISH” and releases the allocated time slot (TS).

Paying attention to the multiplexing/demultiplexing signal (MUX/DMUX) 20 again, this will be considered in further detail of the embodiment.

In the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 of FIG. 2 upon which the present invention is predicated, each cell station (CS) 4 is configured so as to enable an accommodation of (2B+D)x2 channels, i.e., an ISDN basic interface. To secure a total of eight cell stations’ worth of capacity (30 telephone lines worth of capacity), an ISDN basic interface 16 lines become necessary and the efficiency is poor. Therefore, by just using 2 Mbps lines as the 30 telephone lines worth of interface and realizing the base transceiver station (BTS) by completely new configuration, it is possible to secure the line capacity per se. However, a completely new design of a base transceiver station (BTS) has many merits even since none of the existing resources are actively utilized. For this reason, desirably a configuration assuming an accommodation of 2 Mbps lines is adopted, while utilizing most of the functions of present stage cell stations (CS) (other than the digital network interface).

FIG. 46 is a view of the eighth embodiment according to the present invention and corresponds to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 etc. Components similar to those mentioned above are represented by the same reference numerals or symbols. The letters HYB, however, were used for the hybrid section 10 in for example FIG. 3. Further, the transmitting amplifier 35 and receiving amplifier 36 of FIG. 4 were described as RF units 35 and 36 together. Further, the component constituted by the SD selection unit 38 and the peripheral parts thereof in FIG. 4 was indicated as the quality management unit 38.

The point which should be noted in FIG. 46 is, first, that the multiplexing/demultiplexing signal (MUX/DMUX) 20 is constituted by a multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 and a D-channel (ch) access control unit 102. Further, it should be noted that components not shown in other figures are shown, that is, a LAPD processing unit 103 for a Link Access Procedure on the D-channel (LAPD) and a LAPB processing unit 104 for a Link Access Procedure Balanced (LAPB).

As shown in the figure, in this configuration, the digital network interface unit in the current cell station is eliminated and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MIX/DMUX) 20 including a Dch access control unit 102 is used.

The multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MIX/DMUX) 20 introduces a 2M interface (30B+D) from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side, for example, the base station controller (BSC) 5 side. The multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 separates the signals into two B-channel systems composed by both 3B1x1 channels and 4Bx3 channels and one D-channel system, then connects the B-channel systems to the cell stations (CS) in the base transceiver station (BTS) 21 and the cell stations (CS) in the base transceiver station (BTS) 22 and, at the same time, connects the Dx1 channel system to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the base transceiver station (BTS) 21 and the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the base transceiver station (BTS) 22 via the Dch access control unit 102.

Namely, similar processing is performed for also the digital information transferred in the reverse direction (direction of cell stations (CS) in each base transceiver station (BTS1 or BTS2) → base station controller (BSC) 5). Further, the Dch access control unit 102, by the method mentioned later, separates the D-channel signal (64 kbps) on the base station controller (BSC) 5 side into the D-channel signals (each 16 kbps) for each master cell station CS1 side in the base transceiver stations BTS1 and BTS2.

FIG. 47A is a view of an example of the signal format of one frame under a 2M interface; and FIG. 47B is a view of the signal format under a typical 2B+D interface. The signal format of FIG. 47A appears on the 2M interface at the top left of FIG. 46, and the signal format of FIG. 47B is the format of 2B+D indicated 47D. The 2B+D format is well known, so the explanation will be omitted. “DSU” indicated on right end of FIG. 47B, however, is a digital service unit (digital line terminating unit), and “TE” is a terminal equipment.

Referring to FIGS. 47A and 47B, one frame (125 μs) is composed of 32 time slots (TS0 to TS31). The data for the frame control is placed in the time slot TS0 of the header thereof, the data of the D-channel is placed in the time slot TS16 at the center, and the data of the 15x15 B-channels containing the voice and data are placed in the remaining 30 time slots (TS1 to TS15 and TS17 to TS31). Summarizing this, in this eighth embodiment, the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MIX/DMUX) 20 is constituted including a multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 for demultiplexing the digital multiplex signal from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side, for example, the base station controller (BSC) 5 or multiplexing signals into the digital multiplex signal to this public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and a D-channel access control unit 102 to be connected to this. The multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 separates the digital multiplex signal into the separate B-channels (speech channels) and one D-channel (control channel) into two B-channel systems comprised of 3B1x1 channel and 4Bx3 channels and one D-channel system, then distributes the separated 48-channels to the three slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) 4 provided in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the three slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) 4 provided in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, respectively. Simultaneously, it distributes the separated 3B-channel to the master cell stations (CS1) in the first and second base transceiver stations.

On the other hand, the D-channel access control unit 102 connects the D-channel system to the master cell station (CS1) in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) and the master cell station (CS1) in the second base transceiver station (BTS2).

FIG. 48 is a view of a concrete example (upstream line) of the Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46. The newly introduced components in the figure are a first timing transfer unit 111, a second timing transfer unit 112, and a D-channel (ch) multiplexing unit 113. The figure shows the processing of the D-channel in the direction of the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 → base
station controller (BSC) 5 (where only the maintenance information of the cell stations (CS) 4 in FIG. 67 is communicated with the base station controller (BSC) 5). Where only the maintenance information of the cell stations (CS) 4 is communicated with the base station controller (BSC) 5, it is not necessary to add new maintenance information at the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 (including the Dch access control unit 102) so it is sufficient if the D-channel signal from the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 be transferred onto the 2M interface at the prescribed timing.

The D-channel signals (16 kbps) from the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 are transferred onto the timing of 2M at the first and second timing transfer units 111 and 112 in the Dch access control unit 102, then placed in the predetermined time slots (each corresponding to 16 kbps) assigned in the 2M interface in a fixed manner at the D-channel (ch) multiplexing unit 113 and sent to the multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 as a 64 kbps D-channel signal.

On each 2M side of the first and second timing transfer units 111 and 112 and the Dch multiplexing unit 113, the D-channel signals (each having 16 kbps) from the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 occupy the 16 kbps time slots (in the form of a burst) on the 2 Mbps bearer speed line.

Summarizing the above configuration, the D-channel access control unit 102 multiplexes the D-channel signal at a speed s from the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the D-channel signal at a speed s from the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 and further multiplexes the same into the digital multiplex signal at a speed S (S=s) to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) via the multiplexer/demultiplexer 101. The speed S is 2 Mbps and the speed s is 16 kbps in the above example.

FIG. 49 is a view of a detailed example (downstream line) of the Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46. The newly introduced components in the figure are a first timing transfer unit 121, a second timing transfer unit 122, a D-channel (ch) separating unit 123, a separator 125, and a terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) monitoring unit 124.

In the eighth embodiment, the main points, particularly those proposed through FIG. 49, are the following points (1), (2), . . . , (6).

(1) The D-channel access control unit 102 converts the D-channel signal of the speed S obtained by demultiplexing the digital multiplex signal on the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) by the multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 to a D-channel signal of the speed s and a second D-channel signal of the speed s and distributes the same to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22.

(2) The terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) under the LAPD are allocated to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station BPS 21 and the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station BPS 22 in a fixed manner. Then, the D-channel access control unit 102 separates according to the TEI, the D-channel signal of the speed S obtained by demultiplexing from the digital multiplex signal from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) by the multiplexer/demultiplexer 101 to a D-channel signal of the speed s and a second D-channel signal of the speed s and distributes the same to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, respectively.

(3) The base transceiver station (BTS) 3 receives the digital multiplex signal obtained by placing the first D-channel signal oriented to the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the second D-channel signal oriented to the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 in the time slot of the D-channel from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) according to a predetermined timing rule. There, the D-channel access control unit 102 automatically distributes the received first D-channel signals and second D-channel signals to the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 according to the above timing rule, respectively.

(4) The time slot of the D-channel is divided into a plurality of blocks according to the above predetermined timing rule. The first-D-channel signals are oriented to the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 is assigned to the first block thereof, the second D-channel signal oriented to the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 is assigned to the second block, and the other blocks are defined as empty blocks.

(5) When the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 receives a digital multiplex signal having a continuous frame configuration from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side), the above predetermined timing rule is determined and the corresponding frames are set up. Specifically, the first D-channel signal oriented to the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 is placed in the time slot of the D-channel in the first frame of the series of frames, the second D-channel signal oriented to the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 is placed in the time slot of the D-channel in the second frame, and the time slots of the D-channel in the third frame and subsequent frames are defined as empty time slots.

(6) The D-channel access control unit 102 manages and controls the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) in the LAPD on the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) and the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) in the LAPD on each master cell station (CS1) side in the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) 21 and 22, replaces the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI), and terminates the LAPD on the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and the LAPD on each master-cell station side.

Referring to FIG. 49, here, the processing of the D-channel in the direction of the base station controller (BSC) 5→base transceiver station (BTS) 3 (where only the maintenance information of the cell stations (CS) 4 in FIG. 67 is transferred with the base station controller (BSC) 5) is shown. Basically, the D-channel equivalent to 64 kbps signal extracted from the 2M interface is allocated as D-channels each 16 kbps worth to the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 (the above point (1)).

The processing for this allocation is different according to the method of management of the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) in the LAPD.

When the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) are allocated to the cell stations (CS) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 in a fixed
The D-channel (Dch) separating unit 123 in the Dch access control unit 102 monitors the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) part in the signal S sent through the 2M interface by the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) monitoring unit 124 and based on the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) allocates the signal S to the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. For example, when the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI)=1 (first ID), the signal is allocated to the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, while when the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI)=2 (second ID), it is allocated to the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. In this case, it becomes possible for the base station controller (BSC) 5 to perform its processing by a single LAPD line without particularly distinguishing between the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 or base transceiver station (BTS2) 22.

Where the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) can not be fixedly allocated (corresponding to the above point (3)), the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) can be automatically allocated (for example the base station controller (BSC) 5 side can automatically allocate the terminal endpoint identifiers appropriately in the case, the D-channel signals oriented to the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 are placed on the 2M interface according to a predetermined certain timing rule, and the Dch separating unit 123, according to the timing rule, allocates the first and second D-channel signals Dch to the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 via the separator 125. In this case, the base station controller (BSC) 5 has a LAPD line for each of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22.

A slightly more detailed explanation will be given next of the case where the separation according to the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) by the terminal endpoint identifier (TEI) monitoring unit 124 is performed in the Dch separating unit 123.

(a) Case of fixed (or manual) allocation of the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) (the above point (2)).

The LAPD frames oriented to the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 are irregularly mixed in the time slot TS16 on the 2M interface (downstream) (refer to FIG. 47A). Therefore, the Dch separating unit 102 separates them using the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI).

(b) Case of automatic allocation of the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) (the above point (3)).

For example, the base station controller (BSC) 5 regularly places the LAPD frames oriented to the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 in the time slot TS16 on the 2M interface (downstream).

In the first example, the time slot TS16 is divided into 2 times. The first block is used for the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, the second block is for the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, the third block is used as an empty block, and the fourth block is used as an empty block (the above point (4)).

In the second example, the frames shown in FIG. 47A are regarded as one unit, four frames are regarded as one cycle, the time slot TS16 of the first frame is used for the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, and the time slot TS16 of the second frame is used for the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. Then, the Dch separating unit 123 separates the frames according to the above timing rule (TS position) (the above point (5)).

FIG. 50 is a view explaining the expanded function of the Dch access control unit 102 in FIG. 46. In the figure, the newly introduced elements are the LAPD processing units 131 and 133, the central processing unit (CPU) 132, mainly for management of terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) 132, and a monitoring control unit 134.

In the eighth embodiment, the main points particularly proposed through FIG. 50 are the following points (7) and (8).

(7) The D-channel access control unit 102 once terminates the first and second D-channel signals of the speed s respectively received from the master cell station (CS1) 4 and the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, multiplexes the same together with the monitoring control signal containing various monitoring control information generated in the related base transceiver stations (BTS) 3, and inserts the result as the D-channel signals of the speed s (S>s) in the digital multiplex signal on the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side).

(8) When the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 receives the digital multiplex signals of the speed s obtained by multiplexing the first D-channel signal oriented to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, the second D-channel signal oriented to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, and the monitoring control signal containing various monitoring control information used in the base transceiver stations (BTS) 3 in the D-channel from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side), the D-channel access control unit 102 terminates the first D-channel signal, the second D-channel signal, and the monitoring control signal, converts them to the first D-channel signal and the second D-channel signal of the speed s (S>s), and transmits the resultant data to the corresponding master cell stations (CS1) 4.

Referring to FIG. 50, in addition to the general maintenance information of the cell stations (CS), the D-channel (Dch) processing is carried out for transferring maintenance information of common part common to all cell stations (CS 4), between the base station controller (BSC) 5 and the base transceiver station (BTS) 3, including for example the monitoring control signal of the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20, hybrid section (HYB) 10, and the antenna 7 and so on.

The Dch access control unit 102 terminates the signals of the upstream LAPD channel from the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 at the LAPD processing units 133 and then transmits the signals including also the maintenance information of the common part collected by the monitoring control unit 134 as the new upstream LAPD channel to the base station controller (BSC) 5 side through the interface of 2M (the above point (7)).

Further, in the reverse direction (downstream), the signal from the downstream LAPD channel from the base station controller (BSC) 5 is terminated at the LAPD processing unit 131 and then separated into the maintenance information oriented to the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21, the maintenance information oriented to the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22, and the maintenance information of the common part under the control of the central processing unit (CPU) 132. The maintenance information oriented to the master cell station (CS1) 4 in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and oriented to the master cell station...
(CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 are transmitted to the master cell stations (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 by the LAPD processing units 133, respectively (the above point (8)).

Note that, at this time, the Dch access control unit 102 monitors and manages the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) for the base station controller (BSC) 5 and LAPD channel and the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) for the tLAPD channel oriented to the master cell stations in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 by the central processing unit (CPU) 132 and replaces the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) with the termination of the LAPD and the connection between the base station controller (BSC) 5 and the base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) 21 and 22 (the above point (6)).

FIG. 51 is a view for explaining the download function of the software by the Dch access control unit 102 of FIG. 46. The newly introduced components in the figure are the LAPD processing units 141 and 143, a memory (download information of software) 144, and a LAPB processing unit 145.

In the eighth embodiment, the main points proposed particularly through FIG. 51 is the next point (9).

(9) The D-channel access control unit 102 momentarily terminates the download information of the software which was placed in the D-channel of the digital multiplex signal from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side (base station controller (BSC) 5 side) for transfer, holds the same in its memory 144, and feeds the download information to the master cell stations (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 by the LAPB protocol. This software is fed to each cell station (CS) 4 for operating each cell station (CS) 4 by for example the subscriber exchange (LE) and is installed in each corresponding microprocessor (MPU) 31.

Note that, in general, such a download of software is carried out by using the B-channels of the downstream lines.

Referring to FIG. 51, the Dch access control unit 102 momentarily terminates the download information of software sent through the D-channel on the 2M interface from the base station controller (BSC) 5. The Dch access control unit 102 then loads it in the memory 144 and then transfers the download information to the master cell stations (CS1) 4 in the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the second base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. In this case, the download information is transferred between the Dch access control unit 102 and the master cell stations (CS1) by the LAPB protocol which is an interface equivalent to the B-channel.

Next, an explanation will be made of a ninth embodiment. This ninth embodiment relates to the previously mentioned task 5.

As mentioned above, when constructing a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 by a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4, the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 according to the present invention defines one of the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 as a master cell station (CS1), defines the other cell stations (CS) 4 as the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4), and makes the master cell station (CS1) control the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). Here, the master cell station (CS1) plays the important roles such as controlling the channel assignment to the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4), as a whole, connected to it and, at the same time, supplying a clock. The slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) are connected to the master cell station (CS1), start operating after being assigned with channels by the instructions from the master cell station (CS1), and operate in synchronization with the clock of the master cell station (CS1).

In a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 constituted in this way, where a fault such as the suspension of the clock or overrun of the microprocessor (MPU) 31 occurs in the master cell station (CS1), all of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) connected to it end up going down and a situation occurs in which none of the subscribers in the related radio zone (refer to for example all of the subscriber units (SU) 2 of FIG. 28) can receive any service. The ninth embodiment is designed to deal with such a problem.

The basic points of the operating method of the base transceiver station based on this ninth embodiment are as follows referring to the above FIG. 3. Namely,

(1) At least one of the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 is set as the master cell station (for example, CS1) which handles the control-use D-channel signals in addition to the speech-use B-channel signals. The remaining plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 set as slave cell stations (for example, CS2, CS3, and CS4) controlled by the master cell station (CS1)

(2) When one of the above faults occurs in a master cell station (CS1), the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is restored by one of the remaining plurality of cell stations (CS2 to CS4).

Thus, while the apparent traffic ends up increasing, the worst situation where the system goes down in the entire radio zone can be avoided.

FIG. 52 is a view of a first mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention. In the figure, the components indicated by the reference numerals 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 21, and 22 are as already explained. The elements newly indicated here are a control-use D-channel path 151 and a speech (voice/data)-use B-channel path 152. In the operating method shown in the figure,

a) when a fault occurs in a master cell station (CS1) of one of the first or second base transceiver stations (BTS1 or BTS2) 21 or 22,

b) the base transceiver station (3) is restored by just the other of the first or second base transceiver stations (BTS1 or BTS2) 21 or 22. The base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 comprising the cell stations (one of which is a master cell station) is controlled by the hybrid multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21.

Namely, the same radio zone is covered by two master cell stations (CS1). D-channel control signals are distributed to each master cell station (CS1) from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The master cell station (CS1) and the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) are connected via the above inter-CS communication. The master cell station (CS1) controls the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) via this inter-CS communication. Next consider the case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and no control signal and no clock can be supplied. The group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) connected to the master cell station (CS1) of this base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 become unable to operate due to the fault in the master cell station (CS1).

At this time, if the master cell station (CS1) of the other base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 is normal, the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) connected to the master cell station (CS1) in this base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 can maintain the normal functions of the system.
In a case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS2) and it can no longer function normally, similarly if the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) is normal, the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) connected to the master cell station (CS1) in base transceiver station (BTS1) can maintain the normal functions of the system. Accordingly, it becomes possible to continue providing service to the subscribers (SUB) in the related radio zone even if a fault occurs in a master cell station (CS1).

FIG. 53 is a view of a second mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention. The new components in the figure are a switch (SW) 153 as one example, an error detecting unit (ED), and a selector (SEL) 155.

In this second mode,

a) when a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) in one of the first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1) 21 and (BTS2) 22 (for example, the first base transceiver station (BTS1) 21),
b) the master cell station (CS1) in the other (BTS2) 22 of these first and second base transceiver stations (BTS1) 21 and (BTS2) 22 can be used to maintain the control, including that of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) in the remaining base transceiver station, i.e., (BTS1) 21.

Referring to FIG. 53, the inter-CS communication use buses (151) for connecting the master cell station (CS1) and the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) are connected via the switch (SW) 153. The switch (SW) 153 is initially in the off state. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 is connected to the inter-CS communication-use buses and monitors the supply of the control signal and/or clock from the master cell station (CS1) for both of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and base transceiver station (BTS2) 22. The selector (SEL) 155 connected to the error detecting unit (ED) 154 controls the on/off state of the switch (SW) 153 by a signal from the error detecting unit (ED) 154.

The D-channel control signals are distributed from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 to the master cell stations (CS1) which control the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) via the inter-CS communication use buses.

Next consider the case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and it can no longer supply the control signal and clock. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects that the control signal and clock for the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 have stopped and notifies this to the selector (SEL) 155. The selector (SEL) 155 receives the control signal and turns the switch (SW) 153 on. When the switch (SW) 153 is turned on, the inter-CS communication-use buses of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 and the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 are connected and the control signal and clock generated by the master cell station (CS1) in the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22 will be also supplied to the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) in the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21. The slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) of the base transceiver station (BTS1) 21 thereafter are able to continue operating under the control of the master cell station (CS1) of the base transceiver station (BTS2) 22.

Accordingly, it becomes possible to maintain the service to the subscribers (SUB) in the radio zone even if a fault occurs in a master cell station (CS1).

FIGS. 54A and 54B show a third mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 54A is a view of the state before occurrence of a fault, and FIG. 54B is a view of the state after occurrence of the fault. In the figure, the component which should be noted is the backup master cell station 161.

In this third mode,

a) a backup master cell station 161 forming an active and standby pair together with the master cell station (CS1) is further added for the master cell station (CS1) and
b) when a fault occurs in the active master cell station (CS1), it is changed over to the standby master cell station 161 to continue the control. This standby master cell station only has the functions of a master cell station (CS1).

The error detecting unit (ED) 154 is connected to the inter-CS communication use buses and monitors the supply of the control signal or clock from the master cell station (CS1). The selector (SEL) 155 connected to this error detecting unit (ED) 154 transmits to multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 a switching signal for switching the destination of the D-channel signal between the master cell station (CS1) and the standby master cell station 161 in response to a signal from the error detecting unit (ED) 154.

Next consider the case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) and it can no longer supply the control signal and clock. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects that the control signal and clock of the master cell station (CS1) have stopped and notifies this to the selector (SEL) 155. The selector (SEL) 155 receives this notification signal and transmits a switching control signal to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 receives this switching control signal and switches the destination of the D-channel signal from the master cell station (CS1) to the standby master cell station 161. The standby master cell station 161 to which the D-channel signal is input is automatically activated and supplies the control signal and clock in place of the faulty master cell station (CS1). Thereafter, it becomes possible for the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) to continue operating under the control of the standby master cell station 161.

Accordingly, even in a case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1), it becomes possible to maintain the service to the subscribers (SUB) in the radio zone. Further, even in a case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1), a decrease of the radio channels can be prevented and the initial service quality can be secured. Note that, in this third mode, the explanation was made of the case where there was one master cell station (CS1), but it is possible, even in a case where another base transceiver station (BTS3) comprising one or more cell stations (one of them is a master cell station) and a hybrid section (HYB) 10 is connected via the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 and the same radio zone is covered by two master cell stations (CS1), to individually operate the base transceiver stations (BTS) 3 similar to the present third mode.

FIGS. 55A and 55B show a fourth mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 55A is a view of the state before occurrence of a fault; and 55B is a view of the state after the occurrence of the fault. The component which should be noted in the figure is the universal cell station 162.

In this fourth mode,

a) a universal cell station 162 which can operate as both the master cell station (CS1) and the slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4) is additionally provided;
b) when a fault occurs in any one of the master cell station (CS1) and the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4),
c) the function of the faulty cell station is maintained by the universal cell station 162. The base transceiver stations (BTS1 and BTS2) 21 and 22 each comprise at least one cell station (one of them being a master cell station (CS1)), a universal cell station (a cell station having both functions of a master cell station (CS1) and a slave cell station), a hybrid section (HYB) 10, and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 and are constituted as shown in FIGS. 55A and 55B. Further, inter-CS communication use buses are provided connecting the master cell station (CS1) and the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). The error detecting unit (ED) 154 is connected to the bus and monitors the supply of the control signal or clock from the master cell station (CS1). The selector (SEL) 155 connected to the error detecting unit (ED) 154 transmits to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 a signal for switching the destination of the D-channel signal between the master cell station (CS1) and the universal cell station 162 and a signal for switching the destination of the B-channel signal between the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) and the universal cell station 162 in response to a signal from the error detecting unit (ED) 154.

The D-channel control signal is supplied to the master cell station (CS1) from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The master cell station (CS1) controls the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) via the inter-CS communication use buses.

Next consider the case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) and it can no longer supply the control signal and the clock. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects that the control signal and clock of the master cell station (CS1) have stopped and notifies this to the selector (SEL) 155. The selector (SEL) 155 receives this notification signal and transmits the switching control signal to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 receives the switching control signal and switches the destination of the D-channel signal from the master cell station (CS1) to the universal cell station 162. The universal cell station 162 to which the D-channel signal is input is automatically activated as the master cell station (CS1) and supplies the control signal and the clock in place of the faulty master cell station (CS1). Thereafter, it becomes possible for the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) to continue operating under the control of the universal cell station 162.

Next consider the case where a fault occurs in one of the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). Usually, the master cell station (CS1) constantly monitors the state of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) for controlling the channel assignment to the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4), so that it can detect the occurrence of a fault in the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). The master cell station (CS1) transmits an alarm for notifying the occurrence of the fault to the error detecting unit (ED) 154 together with the information for specifying the slave cell station in which the fault occurs. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 receives the alarm and notifies it to the selector (SEL) 155. The selector (SEL) 155 receives the notification signal and transmits a switching control signal to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 receives this switching control signal and switches the destination of the B-channel signal from the faulty slave cell station to the universal cell station 162. The universal cell station 162 to which the B-channel signal is input is automatically activated as the slave cell station.
c) the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is restarted as a whole. By this, the master cell station (CS1) can be replaced without suspension of the call being processed by the slave cell station CS3.

FIGS. 59A and 59B show an eighth mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 59A is a view of the state before occurrence of a fault; and FIG. 59B is a view of the state after the occurrence of the fault. The component which should be noted in the figure is the common memory (CMEM) 172.

In this eighth mode,

a) Second management information equivalent to the first management information held in the managing memory 163 by the master cell station (CS1) per se is held in parallel in the common memory (CMEM) 172 shared by all of the cell stations,

b) the selected slave cell station (CS3 in the figures) takes over the second management information from the common memory 172, and

c) the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is restarted as a whole.

By this, the switch can be made without suspending the call being processed by the slave cell station (CS3 in the example of the figure) replacing the faulty master cell station (CS1). Note that this effect is obtained also in the modes mentioned later.

FIGS. 60A and 60B show a ninth mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention, in which FIG. 60A is a view of the state before occurrence of a fault; and FIG. 60B is a view of the state after the occurrence of the fault.

Distributed memories (MEM) 173 are particularly newly introduced in the figure.

In the ninth mode,

a) Second management information equivalent to the first management information held by the master cell station (CS1) per se in the managing memory 163 is held in parallel in the distributed memories (MEM) 173 respectively provided in the slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4),

b) the selected slave cell station (CS3 in the example of the figure) fetches the second management information from its own distributed memory 173, and

c) the base transceiver station (BTS) 3 is restarted as a whole.

By this, the master cell station (CS1) can be replaced without suspending a call which is being processed by the slave cell station CS3.

FIG. 61 is a flowchart of a 10th mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention.

The 10th mode relates to the selection procedure in the fifth mode when selecting the slave cell station to take over from the master cell station (CS1) in which a fault occurs from among the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). In the 10th mode,

a) when selecting the slave cell station to take over the function of the faulty master cell station (CS1),

b) a slave cell station where none of the channels are in use or, if there is no such cell station, the one of the cell stations having the smallest number of channels in use is selected from the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4), and

c) the base transceiver station is restarted using the selected slave cell station as the master cell station.

FIG. 61 shows the above a), b), and c) as concrete steps. “ch” in the figure means the channel.

In this 10th mode, since the cell station management information from the master cell station (CS1) in which the fault occurs is taken over by the new master cell station, calls in progress with the other slave cell stations can be continued.

FIG. 62 is a flowchart of an 11th mode based on the ninth embodiment according to the present invention.

In this 11th mode,

a) when selecting one of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) to take over the functions of the faulty master cell station (CS1),

b) a slave cell station where none of the channels are in use is searched for from among the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) and it is decided if there is not even one such slave cell station,

c) when the above decision has been made, one of the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) is arbitrarily selected as the new master cell station (CS1) and

d) the management information held by the new master cell station (CS1) at the time of selection is taken over by anyone of the other slave cell stations which were not selected.

The above a) to d) are concretely shown in FIG. 62. The selection of slave cell station in which all of the channels are idle is carried out by for example the selector (SEL) 155.

In this 11th mode as well, since the cell station management information is taken over from the master cell station (CS1) in which the fault occurs by the new master cell station (CS1), calls in progress with the other slave cell stations can be continued.

Where there is no slave cell station in which all channels are idle, the slave cell station is selected at random. The calls in progress at the slave cell station selected at this time are switched to the other slave cell stations.

A supplementary explanation will be given of the above ninth embodiment.

1. Operation of Parts in the Embodiment

FIG. 63 is a view of a specific example of the error detecting unit (ED) 154 and the selector (SEL) 155.

(1) Error detecting unit (ED) 154

The error detecting unit (ED) 154 monitors the control signal and clock feed signal issued by the master cell station (CS1) to the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) at the fault monitor unit. When it cannot detect these signals for a predetermined time or more, it decides that a fault has occurred in the master cell station (CS1) and sends a cell station fault detection signal to the selector (SEL) 155. Where it is necessary to monitor the slave cell stations, it periodically issues a health check signal etc. from the fault monitor unit 181 and monitors the response to this. When it cannot detect any response for a predetermined time or more, it decides that a fault has occurred in such slave cell station.

(2) Selector (SEL) 155

The selector (SEL) 155 has a central processing unit (CPU) and decides if a fault has occurred in a cell station (CS) based on the control signal from the error detecting unit (ED) 154. It transmits a control signal containing the designation of the switching destination to the multiplexing/ demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 from the switching destination designation control unit 183. This control signal is as follows for the different execution modes.

<1> In the second mode (FIG. 53), it is the switching control signal to the switch (SW) 153.

<2> In the third mode (FIG. 54), it is the D-channel switching command and the B-channel switching command.

<3> In the fourth mode (FIG. 55), it is
a) at the time of a fault in the master cell station, the D-channel switching command and the B-channel switching command (containing the faulty CS-ID), and

b) at the time of a fault in a slave cell station, the B-channel switching command (containing the faulty CS-ID).

<-> In the fifth mode (FIG. 56), it is the D-channel switching command and the B-channel switching command (containing the switching destination CS-ID).

FIG. 64 is a view of a specific example of the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 shown in FIG. 54. In the figure, when receiving the control signal from the selector (SEL) 155, the D-channel switching unit 185 alters the connection destination of the D-channel from the master cell station (CS1) to the backup master cell station 161. When receiving the control signal from the selector (SEL) 155, the B-channel switching unit 186 alters the connection destination of the B-channel from the master cell station (CS1) to the backup master cell station 161.

(3) Multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20
In FIGS. 56A and 56B
Upon receipt of the control signal from the selector (SEL) 155, the D-channel switching unit 185 alters the connection destination of the D-channel from the master cell station (CS1) to the universal cell station 162. Upon receipt of the control signal (containing the faulty CS-ID) from the selector (SEL) 155, the B-channel switching unit 186 alters the B-channel connected to the designated cell station to the universal cell station 162.

(4) Multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20
In FIGS. 56A and 56B
Upon receipt of the control signal from the selector (SEL) 155, the D-channel switching unit 185 alters the connection destination of the D-channel from the master cell station (CS1) to a slave cell station (CS3) in the example of FIG. 56. Upon receipt of the control signal from the selector (SEL) 155, the B-channel switching unit 186 alters the connection destination of the B-channel from the master cell station (CS1) to the slave cell station CS3. Next, the explanation of FIGS. 59A and 59B and FIGS. 60A and 60B will be supplemented.

2. Operation of FIGS. 59A and 59B

The managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1) is the place where the operating data of the cell stations and the control data from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) are stored (according to the existing technology). For this reason, if a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1), all of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) under this stop functioning. In order to solve this problem, a distributed memory (MEM) 173 is provided in each slave cell station to hold data equivalent to the data in the managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1).

If a fault now occurs in the master cell station (CS1), the error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects the fault and issues instructions to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 through the selector (SEL) 155 to connect the D-channel to the slave cell station to be restarted as the master cell station (CS1). The slave cell station connected to the D-channel reads the management data written in the common memory (CMEM) 172 and starts operation as the master cell station (CS1).

3. Operation of FIGS. 60A and 60B

The managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1) is the place where the operating data of the cell stations and the control data from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) are stored (according to the existing technology). For this reason, if a fault occurs in each slave cell station (CS1), all of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) under this stop functioning. In order to solve this problem, a distributed memory (MEM) 173 is provided in each slave cell station to hold data equivalent to the data in the managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1). If a fault now occurs in the master cell station (CS1), the error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects the fault and issues instructions to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 through the selector (SEL) 155 to connect the D-channel to the slave cell station to be restarted as the master cell station (CS1). The slave cell station to which the D-channel is connected reads the management use data written in the distributed memory (MEM) 173 and starts operation as the master cell station (CS1).

Next, a supplementary explanation will be given of FIG. 58. The base transceiver station (BTS) 3 comprising two or more cells stations (one of them acting as the master cell station (CS1) and the others acting as slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) having functions equivalent to the master cell station (CS1), the hybrid section (HYB) 10, and the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 is constituted as shown in FIG. 60.

Further, inter-CS communication use buses are provided connecting the master cell station (CS1) and the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4). The error detecting unit (ED) 154 is connected to the inter-CS communication use buses and monitors the supply of the control signal or clock from the master cell station (CS1). The selector (SEL) 155 connected to the error detecting unit (ED) 154 transmits to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 a signal for switching the destination of the D-channel signal between the master cell station (CS1) and the slave cell station (CS3 in FIG. 58) in response to a signal from the error detecting unit (ED) 154. The D-channel control signal is fed from the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 to the master cell station (CS1). The master cell station (CS1) controls the group of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) via the inter-CS communication use buses.

Now consider the case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) and it can no longer supply the control signal and clock. The error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects that the control signal and clock of the master cell station (CS1) have stopped and notifies this to the selector (SEL) 155. The selector (SEL) 155 receives the control signal and transmits a switching control signal to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20. The multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 receives the switching control signal and switches the destination of the D-channel signal from the master cell station (CS1) to one of the slave cell stations. The slave cell station to which the D-channel signal was input is automatically restarted as the master cell station (CS1) and supplies the control signal and clock in place of the faulty master cell station (CS1). The operating data of the slave cell stations under the master cell station (CS1) which had been managed by the faulty master cell station (CS1) is taken over from the managing memory 171 provided in the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 by the new master cell station (CS1). Thereafter, it becomes possible for the other slave cell stations to continue operation under the control of the new master cell station (former slave cell station).

Accordingly, it becomes possible to maintain the service to the subscribers SUB in the radio zone even in a case where a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1).

To end the explanation of the ninth embodiment, a more specific explanation will be given of the configuration of the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20.
The managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1) is the place where the operating data of the slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) and the control data from the public switched telephone network (PSTN) are stored (according to the existing technology). For this reason, if a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1), all of the slave cell stations under this stop functioning. In order to solve this problem, the managing memory 171 is constituted in addition to the D-channel switching unit 185 (FIG. 64) to hold data equivalent to the data in the managing memory 163 in the master cell station (CS1). All of the control data transferred over the D-channel is stored in this managing memory 171.

If a fault now occurs in the master cell station (CS1), the error detecting unit (ED) 154 detects the fault and issues instructions to the multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/ DMUX) 20 through the selector (SEL) 155 to connect the D-channel to the slave cell station to be restarted as the master cell station (CS1). The slave cell station to which this D-channel is connected reads the management data use data from the managing memory 171 added to the D-channel switching unit 185 and starts operation as the master cell station (CS1).

Finally, a 10th embodiment will be explained. FIG. 65 and FIG. 66 are views of parts of the 10th embodiment according to the present invention. Note that way of viewing these figures is in similar to that of FIGS. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, etc.

The components particularly introduced in the figures are indicated by the reference numerals 193, 194, etc.

The 10th embodiment relates to the above task 6) (improvement of reliability of base transceiver station (BTS)) and is basically constituted as follows. The base transceiver station assumed here is a base transceiver station (BTS) 3 in a PHS type wireless local loop (WLL) system 1 provided with (1) a plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 each having a radio transmission unit 191, a radio reception unit 192, and a time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33 controlling the transmitting and receiving operation under a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode, (2) a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit (MUX/DMUX) 20 performing the transfer of the digital signal between the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 and the public switched telephone network (PSTN) by a digital multiplex signal, and (3) a hybrid section (HYB) 10 for performing the transmission and reception of the digital signals between the plurality of cell stations (CS) 4 and the subscribers SUB via the common transmitting and receiving antenna 7. Here, it has

a) a loopback means 193 for performing the loopback of the transmission signal output from the radio transmission unit 191 in each cell station (CS) 4 to the subscriber SUB side from the output side of the hybrid section (HYB) 10 toward the radio reception unit 192 in the cell station (CS) 4 and
b) a self-diagnosis means 194 performing management of the transmission quality by monitoring the loopback signal.

A further detailed explanation will be made of FIG. 65 and FIG. 66 below.

An attenuator (ATT) 201 in the loopback means 193 provided between the transmission combining output terminal (output to the COM-AMP1) of the hybrid H5 or H6 and the input end (input of the LNA1 or LNA2) is connected with a switch (SW) 202. Upon instruction from the time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33, the transmitting waves inside the cell station is looped back to the receiver side located inside the cell station and the transmission quality (frame error etc.) of the cell station is monitored during operation to perform self-diagnosis.

Contrary to this, in the conventional method of diagnosis of a base transceiver station, dedicated terminal equipment is prepared and communication is performed with the base transceiver station by manual operation to measure the speech status. In the wireless local loop (WLL) system 1, however, the number of the base transceiver stations is expected to become enormous, so this is not practical.

According to the 10th embodiment, the functions of the radio transmission unit 191 and the radio reception unit 192 can be checked by automatic measurement by remote control due to the provision of the loopback means 193 in the hybrid section 10. Namely, loopback means (LP1 and LP2) 193 combining the variable attenuator (ATT) 201 and the loopback switches (S7 and S8) 202 are provided at the output ends of the common transmitting amplifiers (COM-AMP1 and COM-AMP2) 41 of the hybrid section (HYB) 10. The loopback signal obtained by the loopback of the transmitting wave inside the cell station is supplied to the input ends of the low noise amplifiers (LNA1 and LNA2) 42 forming the common receiving amplifier.

The start command of the loopback test is transmitted from the maintenance and monitor unit in for example the base station controller (BSC) 5 through a 16K data line, passes through the D-channel processing unit 39, and is first given to the microprocessor (MPU) 31 in the cell station (CS1). By the instruction of this microprocessor (MPU) 31, the switching by the switch 202 in the loopback means (LP1 and LP2) 193 is performed and the amount of attenuation at the variable attenuator (ATT) 201 is limited through a TDMA control unit 33. Note that, reference numeral 203 shows an interface (INF) with the time division multiple access (TDMA) control unit 33.

The present loopback test can be executed in cell (during operation) with the subscriber unit 2. During the transmission burst timing, the switch S7 and switch SB are connected to the loopback side to measure the quality of the loopback transmitting wave.

The variable attenuator (ATT) 201 sets the reception level between the maximum and minimum of the prescribed range, measures the reception level and line quality (parity error) by the self-diagnosis means 194 to perform the self-diagnosis, and therefore can determine abnormalities of the apparatus etc. early.

The above reception level measurement is carried out at the receiving amplifier (RXRF) 36. The line quality is measured by measuring the parity check bit of the signal from the demodulator (DEM) 37 at the line quality measurement unit 204. The result thereof is returned from the D-channel processing unit 39 to the maintenance and monitor unit through the 16K data line. Note that, at the reception signal burst timing, the switches S7 and S8 are connected to the reception side to receive signals from the subscriber unit 2.

As explained in detail above, according to the present invention, the following effects are exhibited.

1) The number of the transmitting and receiving antennas 7 is reduced and a small-size base transceiver station (3) can be realized.
2) A base transceiver station which is equivalently expanded in service area under the same power and which can reduce the interference with the adjoining stations can be realized.
3) A base transceiver station enabling a wireless local loop (WLL) system (1) to be easily installed in an existing public switched telephone network (PSTN) can be realized.
4) ISDN functions can be inexpensively realized in the base transceiver station.
5) A base transceiver station capable of easily providing backup against faults without the usual complete duplex configuration such as active system and standby system is realized.

6) A base transceiver station capable of maintaining a high transmission quality and reliability is realized.

What is claimed is:

1. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a mobile communication system operated under a time division duplex (TDD) mode, comprising:
   a plurality of cell stations for accommodating subscriber units each comprising a plurality of terminals and
   a hybrid section comprising a multistage power combiner which is arranged between said plurality of cell stations and two transmitting and receiving antennas having a space diversity (SD) configuration and which combines the transmitting powers from the plurality of cell stations and feeds the combined power to one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas, a multistage power distributor which distributes the power received from one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas to said plurality of cell stations, a space diversity switch (SD-SW) which combines said transmitting powers toward one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas, and a time division duplex (TDD) switch which alternately switches said one transmitting and receiving antenna between transmission use and reception use based on the time division duplex (TDD) mode,
   said base transceiver station being provided with a common transmitting amplifier which operates in a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which said plurality of cell stations occupy channels individually allocated for every time slot and which is provided on the output side of said multistage power combiner common to said plurality of cell stations, and
   a common receiving amplifier provided on the input side of said multistage power distributor common with respect to said plurality of cell stations, and
   the base transceiver station further includes a bias changing means which gives a bias of a level in proportion to the number of said channels in use for every said time slot to at least one amplifier between said common transmitting amplifier and said common receiving amplifier.

2. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a mobile communication system operated under a time division duplex (TDD) mode, comprising:
   a plurality of cell stations for accommodating subscriber units each comprising a plurality of terminals and
   a hybrid section comprising a multistage power combiner which is arranged between said plurality of cell stations and a single transmitting and receiving antenna and which combines the transmitting powers from the plurality of cell stations and feeds the combined power to said transmitting and receiving antenna, a multistage power distributor which distributes the power received from said transmitting and receiving antenna to said plurality of cell stations, and a time division duplex (TDD) switch which alternately switches said transmitting and receiving antenna between transmission use and reception use based on the time division duplex (TDD) mode,
   said base transceiver station being provided with a common transmitting amplifier which operates in a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which said plurality of cell stations occupy channels individually allocated for every time slot and which is provided on the output side of said multistage power combiner common to said plurality of cell stations, and
   a common receiving amplifier provided on the input side of said multistage power distributor common with respect to said plurality of cell stations, and
   the base transceiver station further includes a bias changing means which gives a bias of a level in proportion to the number of said channels in use for every said time slot to at least one amplifier between said common transmitting amplifier and said common receiving amplifier.

3. A base transceiver station according to claim 1 or 2, wherein:
   said base transceiver station is provided with a plurality of transmitting amplifiers for every plurality of said cell stations and where
   the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain changing means which detects said transmitting power at the point nearest the input end of said transmitting and receiving antenna and gives a transmission gain in accordance with the result of detection to said transmitting amplifiers.

4. A base transceiver station according to claim 3, wherein:
   said base transceiver station operates in a time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in which said plurality of cell stations occupy channels individually allocated for every time slot and, at the same time, the plurality of cell stations operate while alternately repeating cycles of the transmission frame and reception frame as a whole based on said time division duplex (TDD) mode and where
   said transmission gain changing means makes the transmitting amplifiers of said plurality of cell stations sequentially output a constant transmitting output measurement-use burst for every said time slot in each cycle of said reception frame to obtain the transmission gain in accordance with said detection result for every transmitting amplifier and gives the transmission gains to said transmitting amplifiers until the end of the cycle of the subsequent transmission frame.

5. A base transceiver station according to claim 1 or 2, wherein:
   said base transceiver station is provided with a common transmitting amplifier which is provided on the output side of said multistage power combiner common to said plurality of cell stations and where
   the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain adjusting means which adjusts the transmission gain of the common transmitting amplifier so that the level of said transmitting output on the input end of said transmitting and receiving antenna is maintained at a value determined in correspondence with the number of the time slots being used in a state where the input level at the input end of said common transmitting amplifier becomes the same level for all of said plurality of cell stations.

6. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a mobile communication system operated under a time division duplex (TDD) mode, comprising:
a plurality of cell stations for accommodating subscriber units each comprising a plurality of terminals and
a hybrid section comprising a multistage power combiner which is arranged between said plurality of cell stations
and a single transmitting and receiving antenna which combines the transmitting powers from the plurality of cell stations and feeds the combined power to said transmitting and receiving antenna and, a multistage power distributor which distributes the power received from said transmitting and receiving antenna to said plurality of cell stations, wherein said base transceiver station is provided with
a common transmitting amplifier which operates in a
time division multiple access (TDMA) mode in
which said plurality of cell channels occupant
channels individually allocated for every time slot and which is provided on the output side of said
multistage power combiner common to said plurality
of cell stations and
a common receiving amplifier provided on the input
side of said multistage power combiner common with respect to said plurality of cell stations and
where
the base transceiver station further includes a bias
changing means which gives a bias of a level in
proportion to the number of said channels in
use for every time slot to at least one amplifier between said common transmitting amplifier and said common receiving ampli-
plier.

7. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop
system using a mobile communication system comprising a base transceiver station and a large number of fixed sub-
scriber units which are distributed around the base trans-
ceiver station, are accommodated in the base transceiver
station, and have a mobile terminal, wherein said base
transceiver station determines a frequency to be used under
dynamic channel assign mode and is provided with a
variable directivity transmitting and receiving antenna
means by which the transmitting and receiving wave is
given a variable directivity in accordance with the distribu-
tion of said large number of fixed subscriber units with
respect to said base transceiver station, and wherein said
variable directivity transmitting and receiving antenna
means is fixedly operative in a directivity thereof once
the distribution of said fixed subscriber units with respect to said base transceiver station is determined and the directivity is determined accordingly to match the determined distribution of the fixed subscriber units.

8. A base transceiver station according to claim 7,
wherein
said base transceiver station comprises a plurality of cell
stations and operates under a time division multiple
access (TDMA) mode in which the plurality of cell
stations occupy channels individually assigned for
every time slot and where
said variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna means, when grouping said large number of
subscriber units for each direction seen from said base
transceiver station and assigning the same time
slot for all of the subscriber units belonging to the
same group, imparts directivity oriented to each
Corresponding direction for respective time slots.

9. A base transceiver station according to claim 8,
wherein:
said variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna means changes said directivity to omnidirec-
tivity for every specific time slot for transferring control
information between said base transceiver station and said subscriber units.

10. A base transceiver station according to claim 7,
wherein said variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna means
has a dipole antenna and
a phase control unit which switches the difference in
feeding phase to the dipole antenna for every said time
slot.

11. A base transceiver station according to claim 7,
wherein said variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna means comprises:
a first variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna unit and
a second variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna unit arranged at a right angle with respect to
the first variable directional transmitting and receiving
antenna unit.

12. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop
system using a “personal handy-phone system” (PHS) pro-
vided with:
a first base transceiver station including four cell stations
each accommodating a plurality of subscriber units and
a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit for multiplexing or
demultiplexing digital signals transmitted and received
between the cell stations and a subscriber exchange
and
a second base transceiver station, combined as one body
with said first base transceiver station, which includes
four cell stations each accommodating a plurality of
subscriber units and transmits and receives digital
signals between the cell stations and said subscriber
exchange by commonly using said multiplexing/
demultiplexing unit in said first base transceiver
station,
wherein in said first base transceiver station, one of said
four cell stations is a master cell station handling
control-use D-channel signals in addition to speech-use
B-channel signals and the other three cell stations are
slave cell stations transmitting and receiving the
control-use D-channel signals by inter-processor com-
munication with the master cell station; and
in said second base transceiver station, one of said four
cell stations is a master cell station handling control-use
D-channel signals in addition to speech-use B-channel
signals and the other three cell stations are slave cell
stations transmitting and receiving the control-use
D-channel signals by inter-processor communication
with the master cell station.

13. A base transceiver station according to claim 12,
wherein
said multiplexing/demultiplexing unit comprises
a multiplexer/demultiplexer which demultiplexes the
digital multiplex signal from the public switched
telephone network (PSTN) side or multiplexes
received signals into the digital multiplex signal to
the public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and
a D-channel access control unit connected to this;
at said multiplexer/demultiplexer, a 30B+D+D digital
multiplex signal comprised of 30 B-channels (speech
channels) and one D-channel (control channel) is
separated into two B-channel systems comprising
3Bx1 channels and 4Bx3 channels and one
D-channel system and
the separated 4B-channels are distributed to three said
slave cell stations provided in said first base trans-
receiver station and three said slave cell stations provided in said second base transceiver station and, at the same time, the separated 3B channels are distributed to said master cell stations in said first and second base transceiver stations; and said D-channel access control unit connects said D-channel system to the master cell station in said first base transceiver station and the master cell station in said second base transceiver station.

14. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
said D-channel access control unit multiplexes a D-channel signal of a speed s from said master cell station in said first base transceiver station and a D-channel signal of a speed s from said master cell station in said second base transceiver station and further multiplexes the same to a digital multiplex signal of a speed S (S>s) to said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side via said multiplexer/demultiplexer.

15. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
said D-channel access control unit converts a D-channel signal of a speed S obtained by demultiplexing from the digital multiplex signal on said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side by said multiplexer/demultiplexer to a first D-channel signal of a speed s and a second D-channel signal of a speed s and distributes them to said master cell station in said first base transceiver station and said master cell station in said second base transceiver station.

16. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) in a LAPD are fixedly allocated to said master cell station in said first base transceiver station and said master cell station in said second base transceiver station; and said D-channel access control unit separates a D-channel signal of a speed S obtained by demultiplexing from the digital multiplex signal on said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side by said multiplexer/demultiplexer to a first D-channel signal of a speed s and a second D-channel signal of a speed s according to said terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) and distributes them to said master cell station in said first base transceiver station and said master cell station in said second base transceiver station.

17. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
said base transceiver station receives said digital multiplex signal obtained by placing the first D-channel signals oriented to said first base transceiver station and the second D-channel signals oriented to said second base transceiver station in a time slot for the D-channel according to a predetermined timing rule from said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and said D-channel access control unit automatically distributes the received first D-channel signals and second D-channel signals to said first base transceiver station and said second base transceiver station according to said predetermined timing rule.

18. A base transceiver station according to claim 17, wherein:
said time slot of the D-channel is divided into a plurality of blocks according to said predetermined timing rule, the first D-channel signals oriented to said first base transceiver station are allocated to the first block, the second D-channel signals oriented to said second base transceiver station are allocated to the second block, and the other blocks are regarded as empty blocks.

19. A base transceiver station according to claim 17, wherein:
when said base transceiver station receives said digital multiplex signal having a continuous frame configuration from said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side, said predetermined timing rule is determined according to a repeatedly appearing series of frames; the first D-channel signal oriented to said first base transceiver station is placed in said time slot of the D-channel in the first frame in one series of frames; the second D-channel signal oriented to said second base transceiver station is placed in said time slot of the D-channel in the second frame; and said time slots of the D-channel of the third frame and subsequent frames are regarded as idle time slots.

20. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
said D-channel access control unit momentarily terminates said first and second D-channel signals of a speed s respectively received from said master cell station in said first base transceiver station and said master cell station in said second base transceiver station, further multiplexes the same together with the monitoring control signal containing various monitoring control information generated in the base transceiver station, and inserts the same as a D-channel signal of a speed S (S>s) in the digital multiplex signal on said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side.

21. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein:
when said base transceiver station receives a digital multiplex signal of a speed S obtained by demultiplexing said first D-channel signal oriented to said master cell station in said first base transceiver station, a second D-channel signal oriented to said master cell station in said second base transceiver station, and monitoring control signal containing various monitoring control information used in the base transceiver station in the D-channel from said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side, said D-channel access control unit terminates said first D-channel signal, said second D-channel signal, and said monitoring control signal, converts them to a first D-channel signal and second D-channel signal each having a speed s (S>s), and transmits the same to the corresponding master cell stations.

22. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein said D-channel access control unit manages and controls terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) in a LAPD on said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI) in a LAPD on each said master cell station side in said first and second base transceiver stations, replaces the terminal endpoint identifiers (TEI), and terminates the LAPD on said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and the LAPD on each said master cell station side.

23. A base transceiver station according to claim 13, wherein said D-channel access control unit momentarily terminates download information of software which has
been placed in said D-channel in said digital multiplex signal from said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side for transfer, holds this in its memory, and feeds the download information to said master cell stations in said first and second base transceiver stations by a LAPB protocol.

24. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a "personal handy-phone system" (PHS), wherein the base transceiver station is connected to a public switched telephone network (PSTN) via interface converting equipment converting a protocol used in the existing public switched telephone network (PSTN) and a protocol used in the wireless local loop system between each other, wherein said interface converting equipment has:

a first input/output unit connected to said wireless local loop system side;

a second input/output unit connected to said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side;

a switching unit inserted between said first input/output unit and the second input/output unit;

a layer 2 terminating unit for terminating digital data from said wireless local loop system side obtained via the switching unit and digital data of each layer 2 from said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side; and

a central processing unit (CPU) which processes the message of a layer 3 obtained at the layer 2 terminating unit, converts said digital data of the layer 2 again, and transmits the resultant data to said public switched telephone network (PSTN) side and said wireless local loop system side opposing each other via said switching unit.

25. A base transceiver station according to claim 24, wherein said interface converting equipment further has a maintenance and operating unit which performs at least monitoring and control of the interface converting equipment per se and said base transceiver station and management and maintenance of the subscriber information.

26. A method of operating a base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a "personal handy-phone system" (PHS) having:

a first base transceiver station having a plurality of cell stations each accommodating a plurality of subscriber units and a multiplexing/demultiplexing unit for multiplexing or demultiplexing digital signals transmitted and received between the cell stations and a subscriber exchange, wherein

at least one of said plurality of cell stations is set as the master cell station (CS1) handling control-use D-channel signals in addition to speech-use B-channel signals and the remaining plurality of cell stations are set as slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4) controlled by the master cell station; and

when a fault occurs in one said master cell station, the fault is covered by one of the remaining plurality of cell stations.

27. A method of operation according to claim 26, wherein:

when a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) in one of said first and second base transceiver stations each having said master cell station (CS1), said base transceiver station is maintained by only the other of the first and second base transceiver stations.

28. A method of operation according to claim 26, wherein:

when a fault occurs in the master cell station (CS1) in one of said first and second base transceiver stations each having said master cell station (CS1), said control, including that of said slave cell stations in that faulty base transceiver station, is continued by said master cell station in the other of the first and second base transceiver stations.

29. A method of operation according to claim 26, wherein:

a backup master cell station forming an active and standby pair together with the master cell station (CS1) is further added to said master cell station (CS1) and when a fault occurs in the active master cell station (CS1), it is switched to said backup master cell station to continue said control.

30. A method of operation according to claim 26, wherein:

a universal cell station which can operate as said master cell station (CS1) and said slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4) is additionally provided and

when a fault occurs in one of said master cell station and said slave cell stations,

the function of the faulty cell station is taken over by the universal cell station.

31. A method of operation according to claim 26, wherein:

each of said slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4) is also provided with a function as said master cell station (CS1) and

when a fault occurs in said master cell station (CS1),

the function of the faulty master cell station (CS1) is taken over by a selected slave cell station.

32. A method of operation according to claim 31, wherein:

the slave cell station succeeding to function of the master cell station (CS1) is arbitrarily selected from among said plurality of slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4).

33. A method of operation according to claim 31, wherein:

second management information equivalent to first management information held by said master cell station (CS1) per se is held in a managing memory in said multiplexing/demultiplexing unit in parallel;

said selected slave cell station takes over said second management information from said managing memory; and

the entire base transceiver station is restarted.

34. A method of operation according to claim 31, wherein:

second management information equivalent to first management information held by said master cell station (CS1) per se is held in parallel memories provided in said slave cell stations (CS2, CS3, and CS4) in parallel;

said selected slave cell station takes over said second management information from its own distributed memory; and

the entire base transceiver station is restarted.

35. A method of operation according to claim 31, wherein:

when selecting said slave cell station to take over the function of said faulty master cell station;
a slave cell station where none of the channels are in use or, if there is no such cell station, the one of the cell stations having the smallest number of channels in use is selected from the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4),
said selected slave cell station is restarted as the master cell station.

37. A method of operation according to claim 31, wherein:
when selecting said slave cell station to take over the function of said faulty master cell station,
a slave cell station where none of the channels are in use is searched for from among the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) and it is decided if there is not even one such slave cell station,
when the above decision has been made, one of the plurality of slave cell stations (CS2 to CS4) is arbitrarily selected as the new master cell station (CS1) and the management information held by the new master cell station (CS1) at the time of selection is taken over by anyone of the other slave cell stations which were not selected.

38. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a mobile communication system operated under a time division duplex (TDD) mode, comprising:
a plurality of cell stations for accommodating subscriber units each comprising a plurality of terminals and a hybrid section comprising a multistage power combiner which is arranged between said plurality of cell stations and two transmitting and receiving antennas having a space diversity (SD) configuration and which combines the transmitting powers from the plurality of cell stations and feeds the combined power to one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas, a multistage power distributor which distributes the power received from one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas to said plurality of cell stations, a space diversity switch (SD-SW) which combines said transmitting powers toward one of said two transmitting and receiving antennas, and a time division duplex (TDD) switch which alternately switches said one transmitting and receiving antenna between transmission use and reception use based on the time division duplex (TDD) mode,
wherein said base transceiver station is provided with a plurality of transmitting amplifiers for every plurality of said cell stations and where the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain changing means which detects said transmitting power at the point nearest the input end of said transmitting and receiving antenna and gives a transmission gain in accordance with the result of detection to said transmitting amplifiers, said transmission gain is controlled by utilizing a reception cycle.

39. A base transceiver station in a wireless local loop system using a mobile communication system operated under a time division duplex (TDD) mode, comprising:
a plurality of cell stations for accommodating subscriber units each comprising a plurality of terminals and a hybrid section comprising a multistage power combiner which is arranged between said plurality of cell stations and a single transmitting and receiving antenna and which combines the transmitting powers from the plurality of cell stations and feeds the combined power to said transmitting and receiving antenna, a multistage power distributor which distributes the power received from said transmitting and receiving antenna to said plurality of cell stations, and a time division duplex (TDD) switch which alternately switches said transmitting and receiving antenna between transmission use and reception use based on the time division duplex (TDD) mode,
said base transceiver station is provided with a plurality of transmitting amplifiers for every plurality of said cell stations and where the base transceiver station further includes a transmission gain changing means which detects said transmitting power at the point nearest the input end of said transmitting and receiving antenna and gives a transmission gain in accordance with the result of detection to said transmitting amplifiers, said transmission gain is controlled by utilizing a reception cycle.